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General information/details

Terms for the sale, delivery and installation of
software products
§ 1 Object of Contract
(1) WAREMA Renkhoff SE is selling the customer a software
product: see order confirmation. The specifications and
data contained in these documents can be modified without prior notification.
(2) Without the express permission of WAREMA Renkhoff SE,
no part of these documents is permitted to be duplicated
or transferred for any purpose, regardless of manner or
means (electronic or mechanical).
(3) Contractual use includes the manufacturing of backup
copies for the transferred programs and the data stocks
contained therein.
(4) The customer is authorised to connect the transferred
programs to other computer programs. The software
application documentation contains a description of the
interface provided for this purpose. Changes in the programs that go beyond the above-mentioned changes and
corrections of errors are permitted only to the extent that
they are required for the intended use of the programs.
(5) The customer is not authorised to transfer the rights mentioned herein to third parties or to grant third parties the
corresponding rights of use.
(6) The customer is obliged to keep the protection marks
such as copyrights and other reservation of rights contained in the documents unchanged and to assume them
in all complete or partial copies of machine-readable material created by the customer in unchanged form.
§ 2 Warranty
(1) The contracting parties agree that it is not possible according to the current state of the art to develop software
programs in such a way that they function without error
for all application conditions. WAREMA Renkhoff SE thus
assumes no guarantee that the software program functions without interruption and errors in all combinations
and applications.
(2) If the buyer is a company, only the product description
provided by the manufacturer describes the quality of the
goods as agreed upon. Public statements and advertisements by the manufacturer do not represent a contractual
specification of the quality of the goods.
(3) No guarantee will be assumed for the correctness of the
content of this manual.
(4) The customer is obliged to provide WAREMA Renkhoff
SE with verifiable documents regarding the type and
appearance of defects and to help in the localisation of
faults.
(5) The guarantee does not extend to defects caused by
deviations from the conditions for use intended for the
program and listed in the specifications.
(6) If the buyer is a company, our warranty initially consists in
repairing or replacing the goods at our discretion. If the
subsequent fulfilment fails, the customer can in principle
demand a reduction in payment or a withdrawal from the
contract as it chooses. In case of a minor infringement
of the contract, especially in case of only minor defects,
however, the customer has no right to withdraw from the
contract.
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(7) Customers must inform Warema of obvious defects within
a period of 10 days from the receipt of the goods; otherwise, the assertion of the warranty claim is excluded. The
request for an extension must be submitted in a timely
manner to be granted. The customer must provide complete proof for all prerequisites of the claim, especially for
the defect itself, the point in time the defect was discovered, and the timeliness of the complaint.
(8) If the customer decides to withdraw from the contract due
to a defect in title or material after a failed subsequent
fulfilment, he is not entitled to any compensation due to
the defect. If the customer chooses compensation after
a failed subsequent fulfilment, the goods remain with the
customer if reasonable to the customer.
(9) For the customer, the warranty period is one year from
the delivery of the goods.
§ 3 Limitation of Liability
(1) In case of slightly negligent violations of the obligations,
our liability is limited to the direct average damage that
can be predicted from the type of goods and that is typical according to the contract. This also applies in case of
slightly negligent violations of obligations on the part of
our legal representatives, employees, subcontractors, and
vicarious agents.
(2) With regard to companies, we are not liable in case of
the slightly negligent violation of non-essential contractual
obligations.
(3) These limitations of liability do not affect customer claims
arising from the German Product Liability Act (Produkthaftungsgesetz). Furthermore, limitations in liability do
not apply to personal injury, damage to health, or loss of
life on the part of the customer that can be attributed to
Warema.
(4) WAREMA Renkhoff SE is not liable for a lack of economic
success, lost profits, direct damages, follow-up damages, and the claims of third parties with the exception of
claims arising from the infringement of the protection
rights of third parties.
(5) For the loss of data and its recovery, WAREMA Renkhoff
SE is liable only if such a loss could not have been prevented through appropriate data backup measures on the
part of the customer.
(6) The amount of damage is limited to the purchase price
according to the preceding subsections.
(7) Damage claims from the customer due to a defect fall
under the statute of limitations after one year from the
delivery of the goods. This does not apply if we can be
accused of fraud.
(8) The software program and data carrier are thoroughly
checked for computer viruses according to the state of
the art before delivery. Liability for undiscovered viruses
and the resulting damage is excluded. The customer is
obliged to check the data carrier for computer viruses
according to the state of the art before use on its own
responsibility.

WAREMA Renkhoff SE
Hans-Wilhelm-Renkhoff-Strasse 2
P.O. Box 1355
97822 Marktheidenfeld
Phone: +49 9391 20-0
Telefax: +49 9391 20-4299
http://www.warema.com
890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Notes

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s o n c h o o s i n g WA R E M A c l i m a t r o n i c ® s t u d i o !
You are now the owner of a software with the design of modern operating system
interfaces that enables you to setup, adjust and control the entire WAREMA
climatronic® 2.0 and WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 system comfortably from
your PC.
 NOTICE

1 Legal notes

Commissioning and operation of the WAREMA climatronic® as a KNX
central control unit cannot be performed with the WAREMA climatronic®
studio software.

Operating instructions, manuals and software are protected by copyright.
Copying, duplication, translation or conversion into any electronic medium
or into a machine-readable format, as a whole or in part, without prior written
consent by WAREMA is not permitted. All further rights to the software are
specified in the supplied license agreement.
WAREMA climatronic® is a registered trademark of WAREMA Renkhoff SE.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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2 Safety instructions

WAREMA climatronic® studio

We have developed and tested the WAREMA climatronic® studio in compliance with fundamental safety requirements.
Residual risks nevertheless remain!
For this reason, please read this manual before commissioning and operating the control.
It is very important to adhere to the safety information listed here and
the warning information in this manual. Otherwise, any warranty claims
against the manufacturer become void.
Keep this manual for future use.

2.1 Meanings of symbols
and pictographs

The safety information in these instructions is marked with warning symbols.
It is categorised into different warning types depending on the level of potential danger:
DANGE
warns of an imminently dangerous situation.
Possible consequences may include serious injuries and even death
(personal injury), property or environmental damage.
 WARNIN
warns of a potentially dangerous situation.
Possible consequences may include light or serious injuries and even
death (personal injury), property or environmental damage.
CAUTIO
Reminder to be careful.
Possible consequences of the failure to do so may include property
damage.

 NOTICE
Example

The term NOTE marks important information and helpful tips.
The term Example marks an example.
The square marks an instruction or a prompt for action. Perform this step.

 The triangle marks an event or the result of a preceding action.
 The black triangle is a bullet point for lists or selections.

8
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2.2 Intended use

The WAREMA climatronic® permits the connection of different devices such
as sun shading systems, lighting systems, heating, cooling and ventilation
equipment as well as window drives and sensors.
 WARNIN
Please obtain the approval of the manufacturer if you have questions
regarding the connection of devices not listed in these instructions.
All control devices are intended to be installed indoors unless otherwise
specified.
The applicable national standards and guidelines must be followed for the
control of lighting, heating, cooling and ventilating equipment.
CAUTIO
When using window drives, the installer of the system must ensure that
the safety regulations and precautions of DIN EN 60335-2-103 "Special
requirements on drives for gates, doors and windows" as well as ZH 1/494
"(German) guidelines for power-operated doors, windows and gates" are
observed.
 WARNIN
The WAREMA climatronic® may only be used to control such window
drives where the movement of the window cannot cause any injuries!
These windows include (partial list), according to DIN EN 60335-2-103:
 Windows with moving parts located at least 2.5 m above the floor or other
access levels.
 Windows with drives equipped with an external or internal entrapment protection system.
 Windows with an opening speed that does not exceed 50 mm/s when
moving between 15 mm and 50 mm away from the closed position, with a
maximum opening width of 200 mm and with a closing speed that does not
exceed 15 mm/s.
 WARNIN
The approval of the manufacturer must be obtained for uses outside
of the purposes listed here. The consequences of unintended use may
include personal injury to the operator or third parties as well as property
damage to the control panel itself, to connected devices or to moveable
mechanical parts of the entire system.
Therefore, use our product only as intended.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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2.3 Target group

WAREMA climatronic® studio

These instructions are addressed to persons operating, adjusting or commissioning the control unit. The installation instructions (art. no. 2003869) are
available for persons installing, wiring or establishing a mains connection for
the WAREMA climatronic®, including all necessary parts.
 WARNIN
Commissioning and operation by persons who are not sufficiently
qualified and informed can cause severe damage to the system or may
even cause personal injury.
Commissioning may therefore only be performed by properly trained and
qualified technicians. These specialists must be able to recognise sources of
danger that may be caused by the mechanical, electrical or electronic equipment.

2.4 Retrofitting and
modifications

The WAREMA climatronic® has been safely engineered and built by us. All
required settings are made when the unit is first commissioned. Modification
of the unit parameters is therefore only required when the characteristics of
the control need to be adjusted, changes are made to the sensor equipment
or the control itself is replaced.
 WARNIN
Retrofitting and modifications may impact the safety of the system or
reduce its effectiveness. Possible consequences may include death,
serious or light injuries, and property or environmental damage.
Therefore, contact us or your specialist dealer before retrofitting or changing
the system or the unit parameters if you cannot find information on the corresponding topic in the control unit documentation. This is the only way to
ensure trouble-free retrofitting/modification.

2.5 Minimum requirements

WAREMA climatronic® studio Software 3.0 operates with the following components:
As of software version 3.0

Product
WAREMA climatronic® control panel

46404201

WAREMA climatronic® switch actuators 4M/4M230 and
6M/6M230

23712117

WAREMA climatronic® switch actuators 4M230I vivamatic®, 4MDC
and 16M230 SMI

46901105

WAREMA climatronic® switch actuator 4M230 LS2 Low

0591510010

WAREMA climatronic® dim actuator 2D

23712117

WAREMA climatronic® Sensor Interface

32801101

WAREMA climatronic® Tableau Interface

32901101

The associated operating instructions (art. no. 2003868) contain information
on how you can determine the software version of your WAREMA climatronic®.

10
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2.6 Versions

This information on the versions only pertains to WAREMA climatronic®
projects but not to KNX projects.
WAREMA climatronic® studio V. 3.0 only works with the software functions
and projects of versions 2.0, 2.1, 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
The following points must be observed:
 V. 1.0, V. 1.1, V. 1.2
These projects can only be opened and processed with WAREMA
climatronic® studio V. 1.2.
 V. 2.0, V. 2.1, V. 3.1, V. 3.2, V. 3.3
These projects can only be opened and processed with WAREMA
climatronic® studio V. 3.0.
 NOTICE

The version of the current project is shown in the header of the WAREMA
climatronic® studio.

 Old version of the control panels and actuators are not compatible with the
projects as of V. 2.0. Only projects with the right version may be loaded
into a device.
When replacing devices, note the version. If necessary, contact WAREMA
beforehand.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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3 Introduction
3.1 Functions

The WAREMA climatronic® is a complete solution for controlling all WAREMA
products and additional systems. Whatever the season, the WAREMA climatronic® will lower your energy consumption and make sure the climate is always just right. This involves an interplay between sun shading system, fans,
windows, heating, air conditioning and more in order to respond to weather-related influences from outside.
The WAREMA climatronic® studio PC software can be used to
 Comfortably create and parameterise a WAREMA climatronic® project on a
PC and to then transmit the project data to the control panel on-site via an
SD card or a PC (USB connection).
 Change an existing WAREMA climatronic® project. The project file can be
conveniently replaced via the SD card or directly via the USB connection.
 Operate the WAREMA climatronic® directly via a PC (online mode; USB connection required) and to display histories of measuring values, triggers and
malfunctions.
 NOTICE

Commissioning and operation of WAREMA climatronic® as a WAREMA
climatronic® KNX central weather unit can also be performed with the
WAREMA climatronic® studio software. Special features are described in
chapter 12 on page 132.
The scope of delivery of the WAREMA climatronic® includes a box with accessories containing, among other things, the matching USB cable and the
SD card.

3.2 Principal structure of a
WAREMA climatronic®
system
WAREMA climatronic
weather station

WAREMA climatronic

230V/50Hz

230V/50Hz

WAREMA climabus
Switch actuator

Power
supply unit

Switch actuator

Window
contact

230V/50Hz
Sunblind Sun shading system
pushbutton

Fig. 1
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Overview of the structure of a WAREMA climatronic® system
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3.3 Interfaces to the PC





Fig. 2

1

The interfaces of the WAREMA climatronic® 3.0

SD card slot:
An SD card slot is located on the left side of the control panel. You can insert
the SD card here to save the settings of your WAREMA climatronic® or to
transfer stored settings or settings that were changed through a PC back to
the device.

2

USB interface:
The USB interface is located on the same side. It can be used to connect the
WAREMA climatronic® to a PC. This enables the direct parameterisation and
control of the WAREMA climatronic® on the PC.

3.4

 NOTICE

This is set on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel under the menu item
"Main menu, Settings, System, USB/RS485 interface"
(WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 commissioning/setting instructions, art. no.
2007633).

 NOTICE

On account of the speed of the USB connection, it may be advantageous to
exchange data of large projects with the PC using the SD card.

Operating
modes/rights in
WAREMA climatronic®
studio

The WAREMA climatronic® studio has two basic operating modes:

 Operator mode
 Dealer mode
Rights in the operator mode:
 Operating the connected products
 Viewing all parameters
 Changing all parameters unless they are relevant to safety (e.g. automatic
comfort features)
 Transferring project data to the WAREMA climatronic®
Additional rights in the dealer mode (password required):
 Creating, changing and storing new projects (manually or using the assistant)
 Changing all parameters, including those relevant to safety
890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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3.5 Connection between
PC <-> control panel

The WAREMA climatronic® studio has two operating states:
 Not connected
The PC is not connected to the control panel of the WAREMA climatronic®
via a USB cable.
 Connected state
In the connected state, either the offline or online mode may have been set.

 NOTICE

3.5.1 State: not connected

If the PC is connected to the WAREMA climatronic® control panel when the
WAREMA climatronic® studio is started, the WAREMA climatronic® studio attempts to go online immediately.

If not connected, you work with the project data in the PC independently from
the other project data in the control panel. In addition, various restrictions
apply:
 You cannot read serial numbers via the ID buttons.
 You cannot use the WAREMA climatronic® to remote control the WAREMA
climatronic® studio (the [Operate] button in the task bar of the WAREMA climatronic® studio is greyed out).

3.5.2 State: connected
Connect the PC with the control panel via the USB interface (using the supplied USB cable).
The WAREMA climatronic® studio detects this connection and indicates this
in the lower right in the status bar (the red X over the USB plug disappears).
 NOTICE

3.5.2.1 Offline mode

When you connect the PC or laptop to the control panel for the first
time after you installed the WAREMA climatronic® studio software,
the operating system prompts you to install the USB driver and the
COM port. Read the chapters 5.2 USB driver on page 19 and
12 Troubleshooting on page 132.

In the offline mode, you work on a project in the PC, independently from the
project data in the control panel. The same restrictions as in the non-connected state apply:
 You cannot read serial numbers via the ID buttons.
 You cannot use the WAREMA climatronic® to remote control the WAREMA
climatronic® studio (the [Operate] button in the task bar of the WAREMA climatronic® studio is greyed out).

3.5.2.2 Online mode

In the online mode, you work with the project data in the control panel of
the WAREMA climatronic®. Among others things, you can read the serial
numbers via the ID buttons and remote control the WAREMA climatronic®
completely from the PC.
 NOTICE

In the online mode, operation on the control panel is disabled.
At the same time, a stylised computer with a monitor appears at the upper
right in the header of the display on the control panel.

14
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3.6 Typical approaches to
commissioning

The WAREMA climatronic® PC software allows for different approaches to
commissioning (see also Fig. 3).

Start

Working
Offline?

No
(online)

Yes
Yes

Use
Assistent?
No (manually)
Organizing

Assistent

Parameterizing

Organizing
Parameterizing

File 464042XX.nic

Transfering the
project into the
control panel

Ready

Fig. 3

 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

Basic commissioning sequence

The assistant cannot be used for KNX projects.
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Depending on the complexity of the building project, commissioning may
take place via:
 The commissioning assistant (not for KNX projects)
It guides you to a finished project with the basic settings in just a few steps.
During the setting procedure, the individual parameters can be viewed and
changed. After the project data have been stored, they simply need to be
transferred to the WAREMA climatronic®. This can be performed in two ways:
 S
 tore the project data on an SD card using a PC, insert the SD card into
the SC card slot of the WAREMA climatronic® on site and upload the
project data.
 C
 onnect the PC (laptop) to the USB port of the WAREMA climatronic®
via the supplied USB cable and upload the project data.
 Offline manual commissioning
For complex building projects with special settings, it may be useful to perform a manual commissioning. For this purpose, all products, devices and
channels are first created under the [Organise] task button. Next, all relevant
parameters are set under [Parameters]. After the project data have been
stored, they simply need to be transferred to the WAREMA climatronic®. This
can be performed in two ways:
 S
 tore the project data on an SD card using a PC, insert the SD card into
the SC card slot of the WAREMA climatronic® on site and upload the
project data.
 C
 onnect the PC (laptop) to the USB port of the WAREMA climatronic®
via the supplied USB cable and upload the project data.
 Online manual commissioning
With this type of commissioning, the WAREMA climatronic® is connected to
the WAREMA climatronic® via the USB cable. The settings made are transferred directly to the control panel. The control panel itself cannot be operated in this mode. The project data on the control panel are updated as soon
as the data on the PC are organised and parameterised. They do not need to
be separately uploaded to the control panel.
After the project data have been stored in the WAREMA climatronic®, they
must still be uploaded to the connected bus devices (actuators, weather stations and humidity/temperature sensors).
This can be done using the WAREMA climatronic® studio or the control
panel. The control panel display and the footer of the WAREMA climatronic®
studio ("Load devices") indicate that the project data must still be uploaded
to the devices.
The system is now ready for operation.
 NOTICE
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On account of the speed of the USB connection, it may be advantageous to
exchange data of large projects with the PC using the SD card.
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4 System
requirements

For the WAREMA climatronic® studio software to function properly, your system must meet the following minimum requirements:
 Intel Pentium® or AMD-supported personal computer
 Processor speed: 2 GHz or higher
 Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 8.1, Windows 10
 Acrobat® Reader™ 9 or higher
 2 GB RAM working memory
 1 GB free hard disk capacity
 Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher
 USB 1.1 interface or higher
 .NET Framework 4 Full Installation

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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5 Installation and
deinstallation

Only connect the WAREMA climatronic® with the PC after the installation
has been completed. During installation, the required USB drivers are stored
on the PC.
Before the installation:
Make sure that you have at least the system requirements (chapter 4 on page 17) available.
Close all other Windows applications.

5.1 Installation
Read the readme.rtf file on the SD card. It contains information on the installation procedure.
If you select a directory other than C:\WAREMA\WCS22 during the installation, you must make sure that you have write access to this directory.
Execute the setup.exe installation programme.
 The installation programme creates the following directories on your hard
disk (C:\ in our example):

 NOTICE

If you encounter problems during installation, please read the suggested
solutions in the chapter 12 Troubleshooting on page 132.
After the installation is finished, you can access WAREMA climatronic® studio
in the Windows start menu.

18
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5.2 USB driver

The drivers needed for the USB connection between the WAREMA climatronic® studio and the control panel can be found in the "USB driver" subdirectory on the supplied SD card.
During installation, this directory is copied to the installation location of the
WAREMA climatronic® studio that you selected on your computer. The drivers are compatible with the Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 and
Windows 10, operating systems.
Execute this installation as the administrator.
When you connect the WAREMA climatronic® with the PC for the first time, a
Windows driver dialogue box opens. For the search path, enter the directory
that you selected for installation of the WAREMA climatronic® studio.
 NOTICE

5.3 Deinstallation

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

If you are working with an operating system other than Windows 7, Window 8
or Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 the required drivers can be found on the
Internet under http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm. Here, select the drivers for FT232B.

The WAREMA climatronic® studio software can be deinstalled using the Windows system control function.
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6 Overview
6.1 Starting the WAREMA
climatronic® studio
Start the WAREMA climatronic® studio using the Windows start menu.

6.2 Explanation of the user
interface

The following graphic shows the start window of the WAREMA climatronic®
studio with its elements in the operator mode:

1
2
3

4

5

6

Fig. 4

7

8

9

10

11

12

Start window of the WAREMA climatronic® studio (in the operator mode)

The elements of the start window:

20

a

Header showing the project name and version. When the online connection
is active or in the specialist dealer mode, and when working with a KNX project, a notice is displayed.

b

Menu bar with pull-down menus

c

Task bar (Assistant, Organise, Parameters, Operate)

d

Links to the available documents

e

Selection list (Products, Channels, Scenes, Groups and Graphics; only visible
in online mode or when a project is loaded)

f

Time display

g

Date display

We reserve the right to carry out improvements
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h

Indicator of whether the current date is within the times set for "Leave"

i

Present/absent display

j

Indicator of whether data need to transferred to the actuators and sensors
("Load devices"; only in online mode)

k

Indicator of connection via USB cable



Indicator of online/offline mode

 NOTICE

Fig. 5

If you opened or created a KNX project, the "Products" and "Graphics" items
do not appear.

Start window of the WAREMA climatronic® studio (in the dealer mode) for a KNX project

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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The following graphic shows the start window of the WAREMA climatronic®
studio with its elements in the dealer mode:

Fig. 6

Start window of the WAREMA climatronic® studio (in the dealer mode)

For specialist dealers:
To access the dealer mode, go to [File] > [Password] in the menu bar and
enter the dealer password in the dialogue box that appears.
My password:

The preset password is [5858]. This value can be changed to ensure that
access to the project setup and safety functions is exclusively available to the
specialist dealer.
The password can be changed under [Settings] > [Dealer settings].

22
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6.3 The menu bar

You can select different menu items in the menu bar, after which the following pull-down menus open.
 NOTICE

Fig. 7

The available menu items change, depending on whether you are logged in
as a dealer or operator. Depending on the status (online/offline), certain entries are deactivated (greyed out).

The menu bar with the [File] menu in offline mode

6.3.1 File menu

In the file menu, you can perform the following tasks, depending on which
mode is currently active (operator or dealer, online or offline):

6.3.1.1 Password

Mode: operator
You can change to the dealer mode by entering the password here.

6.3.1.2 New

Mode: operator dealer/offline
The [New] menu item creates a new project. This is a directory named after
the project containing the project data.
 NOTICE

Preferably, use self-explanatory names (e.g. "Smith Company - Building 2" or
"Smith Newtown Main Street") for your projects to allow you to readily identify
them later on.
First of all decide which kind of project you will create.

 climatronic project
 KNX project
 NOTICE

The selection cannot be reversed or changed later.

Fig. 8

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

Select project type
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Then select the appropriate project version for the WAREMA climatronic®
control panel (see type label on back, e.g. 2.0, 3.0). If the type label reads
"Control panel climatronic 2.0", select project version 2.x in the window
shown below.

Fig. 9

 NOTICE

6.3.1.3 Open

You can also find the version of your control panel software in your WAREMA
climatronic® under
[Main menu] > [Settings] > [System] > [Software versions]

Mode: dealer/offline
The [Open] menu item opens a previously created project and uploads it to
the WAREMA climatronic® studio.

6.3.1.4 Save

Mode: dealer/offline
The [Save] menu item saves the project data of the WAREMA climatronic®
studio.

6.3.1.5 Save as...

Mode: dealer/offline
The [Save As ...] menu item saves the project data of the WAREMA climatronic® studio in a directory that can be selected in a dialogue box. A new
directory can also be created in this box.
 NOTICE

6.3.1.6 New coordinate file

The name of the directory is the new project name.

Mode: dealer/online
The [New coordinate file] menu item creates a directory and a position.
wcp coordinate file. It contains all of the information needed for the graphics-oriented operation on the PC (using the elements of a building plan, see
chapter 8.3.6 on page 111). The project data are taken over by the control
panel directly and adjusted.
 NOTICE
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Selecting a version
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This information is automatically loaded or stored by the WAREMA climatronic® studio when a project is loaded or stored.
It is normally not necessary to load or store the coordinate file.
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6.3.1.7 New coordinate file

Mode: dealer/online
The [New coordinate file] menu item creates a directory and a position.wcp
coordinate file. It contains all of the information needed for the graphics-oriented operation on the PC (using the elements of a building plan, see
chapter 8.3.6 on page 111). The project data are taken over by the control
panel directly and adjusted.
 NOTICE

6.3.1.8 Open coordinate file

Mode: dealer/online
The [Open coordinate file] menu item opens a previously created coordinate
file in the WAREMA climatronic® studio.

6.3.1.9 Save coordinate file

Mode: online
The [Save coordinate file] menu item saves the coordinate file of the WAREMA climatronic® studio. The project data are not saved but are changed directly in the control panel.

6.3.1.10 Transfer project from file to
climatronic®...

6.3.1.11 Converting the project...

Mode: all
If the PC is connected to the WAREMA climatronic®, you can transfer project
data previously saved here to the control panel of the WAREMA climatronic®.
Mode: dealer/offline
Using the [File] tab, open a project that already been saved. The menu contains the item "Convert project from climatronic® 2.0 to climatronic® 3.0." You
will be asked if you would like to convert the project.

 NOTICE

Projects using version 3.0 or later require at least one WAREMA climatronic®
3.0 control panel.

 NOTICE

You can only convert to a later software version. Once the project has been
converted, this cannot be reversed.

6.3.1.12 Transfer project from
climatronic® to file...

6.3.1.13 Transfer all climatronic®
data to the devices

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

This information is automatically loaded or stored by the WAREMA climatronic® studio when a project is loaded or stored. It is normally not necessary to
load or store the coordinate file.

Mode: all
If the PC is connected to the WAREMA climatronic®, you can save the current
project of the control panel in a freely selectable Windows directory.

Mode: all
If the PC is connected to the WAREMA climatronic®, you can use this menu
item to transfer the project data in the control panel to the devices (actuators,
weather stations, Sensor Interfaces, Tableau Interface and humidity/temperature
sensors) using the PC.

We reserve the right to carry out improvements
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6.3.1.14 Contact allocation

Mode: all
This menu item opens an information window that contains all data of the
wiring diagram (connection of the actuators and Tableau Interface) of the
loaded project. It lists the project name and date as well as the connections
of all actuators.
Here you have the following options:
 Add your own entries to the wiring diagram
 Update the wiring diagram
 Save the wiring diagram
 Print the wiring diagram, or
 Close the input screen.

6.3.1.15 Export settings

Mode: all
This function can be used to export the settings for all products, devices and
channels in CSV format in order to use them or print them out for documentation purposes.

Fig. 10

 NOTICE

Export settings

If you decided on a KNX project at the start, you cannot export products
here. The "Products" selection box does not appear.

Fig. 11

Export settings

Click on the checkboxes to select the information to be exported.
The "Export only the elements actually created" function will considerably reduce the data volume exported.
The CSV files are stored in a freely selectable directory.

26
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Fig. 12

6.3.1.16 Rename project

6.3.1.17 Exit

6.3.2 Settings menu
6.3.2.1 Restore settings

6.3.2.2 Dealer settings

Example of a CSV export of the settings for the channels

Mode: dealer
This menu item can be used to rename a previously saved project (corresponds to a Windows directory with this name).
Mode: all
This menu item is used to exit the WAREMA climatronic® studio programme.

In the [Settings] menu, you can perform the following tasks:
Mode: all
As an operator, you can restore the settings the dealer set up for you (if you
want to completely reset the changes you made to the settings).
Mode: dealer
This menu item can be used to make the following settings:
 Save dealer settings
 Change dealer password of WAREMA climatronic® studio
 Change dealer password of project
 Close dealer access.

6.3.2.3 Online

6.3.2.4 Offline

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

Mode: all
This menu item changes to the online mode.
Mode: all
This menu item changes to the offline mode.
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6.3.3 Language menu

6.3.4 History menu

6.3.4.1 Measured values

6.3.4.2 Triggers

6.3.4.3 Faults
6.3.4.4 Software versions

6.3.5 Info menu

28
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Here you can choose between the operating languages of the WAREMA climatronic® studio.

These menu items can be used to view weather data with the time progressions, triggers, malfunctions and the software versions of the devices.
The recorded data of a device can be viewed in the daily, weekly and monthly history (shown as a red curve) and conveniently traced with the cursor
(reticle).
The various triggers for move and switching commands in a channel, such
as comfort functions, time switch, safety functions and BCS (building control), are listed here in a table.
The faults that have occurred are displayed here in a table.
Here you can view a list of the software versions of all connected devices.

The info menu shows a window with information on the WAREMA climatronic®
studio version, WAREMA contact information and the service hotline.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7 The assistant

The assistant offers support to the dealer with the creation of a product, making it easy to create the basic settings.
It always begins with a new, empty project.
 NOTICE

In KNX projects, commissioning cannot be performed with the assistant. The
menu item is greyed out and not available. Please continue with chapter 8 on
page 49.
We recommends executing the 14 steps specified by the assistant in the
order in which they appear, although this is not mandatory: You can skip to
another step at any time.

 NOTICE

Channels must be created before products since the WAREMA climatronic®
always addresses products via channels.

 Navigate through the assistant by either selecting one of the 14 steps on the
left side directly and then making the corresponding entries in the right input
screen or by using the two buttons [ ] and [ ] below the input screen to
navigate between the steps.
 The step where you are currently located is indicated between the two buttons: [Step x of 14].
 In general: selected entries in the lists are highlighted in dark grey.
 When the input screen of a step has been processed and closed, a green
checkmark appears next to the symbol for this step.
 Whenever you make entries or changes in the input screen, the [Cancel
and [Apply ] button are activated (they become bright and coloured).
 If you now press the [Cancel
are rejected.

]

] button, the last entries in this input screen

 The entries/changes are accepted by pressing the [Apply ] button. This deactivates the [Cancel ] and [Apply ] buttons (they are shown in grey).
 The input screens contain lists (e.g. for actuators, weather stations, etc.)
where the [ ] symbol below the list is used to add new entries to the lists or
existing marked entries are duplicated with the [ ] symbol and deleted from
the list with the [ ] symbol.
 The settings you have made and saved with the assistant can be read by the
WAREMA climatronic® studio software and edited manually (in the Organise
and Parameters areas, see further below).
 If an invalid value is generated in an input field during the entry, the input
field will be shaded red. This highlight disappears when a new valid value is
entered.
Now begin with the [Basic settings] step to create a new project.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7.1 Basic settings
Assign a name for this project in the [Basic settings] step.
Click to select whether a radio clock should be used (included in a WAREMA
climatronic® weather station).
If you want to use automatic slat tracking, enter the geographic position of
the WAREMA climatronic® (correct longitude and latitude). If none of the
locations in the selection list lies in your vicinity, you can enter the correct
longitude and latitude directly.
 NOTICE

Note that when entering the degree information, it is entered here in decimal
notation and not in °degrees and 'minutes.
Finally, click on [Apply

].

 The basic settings of the new project have been created.
The following graphic shows the [Basic settings] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 13

30

[Basic settings] input screen
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7.2 Actuators

In the [Actuators] step, you can add up to 1200 actuators to the list or delete
them again:
Use the [ ] symbol to enter the number of actuators into the list you need
for your project.
 The newly created actuator appears in the actuator list on the left.
Now select the first actuator and in the right section of the input screen, define the name, type (using the buttons ( ) and ( ) from the list of available
product types) and, if known, serial number for this actuator.
Repeat this for the remaining actuators.
The following graphic shows the [Actuators] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 14

[Actuators] input screen

7.2.1 Copying actuators

Proceed as follows to create a copy of a created actuator with the same
type:
Select the actuator to be copied from the list by clicking on it.
 This actuator will be shaded in dark grey.
Click with the mouse on the ( ) symbol below the [Names of actuators] list.
 A new actuator is added to the actuator list and a standard name with a new
number is assigned.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7.2.2 Remove actuators

Proceed as follows to remove an actuator again from the project:
Select the corresponding actuator from the list by clicking on it.
 This actuator will be shaded in dark grey.
Click with the mouse on the ( ) symbol below the [Names of actuators] list.
 A prompt appears in the dialogue field asking you whether you really want to
delete the actuator.
Click on [Yes

].

 The actuator is removed from the actuator list on the left.

7.3 Weather stations

In the [Weather stations] step, you can add up to 3 weather stations to the
list or delete them again:
From the list, select a weather station with the [ ] symbol and assign a
name to it and, if known, the serial number.
 A new weather station is created and the standard values are entered in the
dialogue box on the right.
 The newly created weather station now appears in the list of weather stations
on the left.
The following graphic shows the [Weather stations] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 15:

32

[Weather stations] input screen
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7.3.1 Copy weather stations

Proceed as follows to create a copy of a created weather station with the
same type:
Select the corresponding weather station from the list by clicking on it.
 This weather station will be shaded in dark grey.
Click with the mouse on the ( ) symbol below the [Names of weather stations] list.
 A new weather station is added to the list of weather stations and a standard
name with a new number is assigned.

7.3.2 Removing weather
stations

Proceed as follows to remove a weather station again from the project:
Select the corresponding weather station from the list by clicking on it.
 This weather station will be shaded in dark green.
Click with the mouse on the ( ) symbol below the [Names of weather stations] list.
 A prompt appears in the dialogue field asking you whether you really want to
delete the weather station.
Click on [Yes

].

 The weather station is removed from the list of weather stations on the left.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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In the [Hum/Temp sensors] step, up to 2 sensors of the humidity/temp. type
can be added to the list or deleted again:
The following graphic shows the [Humidity/Temp sensors] input screen with
its elements:

Fig. 16

[Humidity/Temp sensors] input screen

7.4.1 Adding a humidity/
temperature sensor

7.4.2 Copying a humidity/
temperature sensor

7.4.3 Removing a humidity/
temperature sensor

34
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To add a humidity/temperature sensor to the project, please proceed in the
same manner as described in the 7.3 Weather stations section above.

To copy a humidity/temperature sensor, please proceed in the same manner
as described in the 7.3.1 Copy weather stations section above.

To remove a humidity/temp. again from the project, please proceed in the
same manner as described in the 7.3.2 Removing weather stations section
above.
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7.5 Channels

If you carried out steps 7.1 to 7.4 first, you have created all of the necessary
devices of a WAREMA climatronic® system. In this next step, you will define
how many logic channels you want to use in the WAREMA climatronic® (max.
64). Each channel controls, independently from other channels, one or more
products (external venetian blind, window,...).
If you wish to use the winter programme function, which replaces one channel with another channel that has different settings for a certain time of the
year, note the following when creating the channels.
The assistant does not take the winter programme function into account.
However, you can create the winter channels with the divergent settings
directly in the assistant. Note the channel numbering described below. After closing the assistant, the winter programme function must be manually
switched on in the corresponding channels.
 NOTICE

The winter programme function switches between two channels with different
settings. The channels must be set up in pairs according to the following
scheme:
Channel 1

The winter programme is
switched on in the channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 2

–

Winter channel
Replaces channel 1 during winter
status

Channel 3

The winter programme is
switched off in the channel

Normal
The channel is always active

Channel 4

–

Normal
The channel is always active

Channel 5

The winter programme is
switched on in the channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 6

–

Winter channel
Replaces channel 5 during winter
status

etc...

Every channel with an uneven channel number is replaced by the next channel if the winter status is active when the winter programme is switched on. In
the channel that is to be replaced, the parameter that specifies that the channel will be replaced when the winter programme is active must be enabled.
More details on the winter programme can be found in the instructions of the
WAREMA climatronic®.

Use the [ ] symbol to enter into the list the number of channels you need for
your project.
Now select the first channel and define the name, type and facade orientation for this channel in the right section of the input screen.
 NOTICE

Different types of products appear when selecting the type. Depending on
the selection, the most important settings that this channel needs to control
this type of product are made automatically.
If you enter the name of the channel over two lines, it will also be displayed
on two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
Details on entering the facade orientation can be found in the WAREMA
climatronic® installation instructions.
The following graphic shows the [Channels] input screen with its elements:

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Fig. 17

7.5.1 Adding channels

[Channels] input screen

Proceed as follows to add a channel to the project:
Click with the mouse on the ( ) symbol below the [Names of channels] list.
 A new channel is created and the standard values are entered in the dialogue box on the right.
Select the type of the channel from the list (the list opens by clicking on the [
]) button.

7.5.2 Copying channels

7.5.3 Removing channels

36
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If the channel is of the "external venetian blind" type and you want to use
automatic slat tracking, enter the facade orientation in degrees (°) in the next
input field.
To copy a channel, please proceed in the same manner as described in
chapter 7.2.1 Copying actuators on page 31.
To remove a channel again from the project, please proceed in the same
manner as described in chapter 7.2.2 Remove actuators on page 32.
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7.6 Products

If you carried out steps 7.1 to 7.5 first, you have created all of the necessary
devices and channels of a WAREMA climatronic® system. In this next step,
you will define how many products (external venetian blinds, windows,...) you
want to use in the WAREMA climatronic®.
First select the channel to which the products are to be allocated. This is performed in the list at the upper left of the input screen.
Use the [ ] symbol to enter into the list the number of products you need in
the selected channel. Then select the first product and, in right section of the
input screen, define the name and, if necessary, the external venetian blind
type, run time, tilting time and slat angles for this product.
 NOTICE

The product type cannot be changed. It corresponds to the type of the selected channel.
[Type of external venetian blind] can only be selected for the external venetian blind product type. Various WAREMA external venetian blind types then
appear here.
The following graphic shows the [Products] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 18

[Products] input screen

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7.6.1 Adding products
 NOTICE

Here in the assistant, the product type corresponds to the channel type. It
is shown in grey because it cannot be changed. However, you can allocate
freely selectable product types to the channels when organising manually.
If desired, enter a name for the product in the upper input field.
If available, select the type of sun shading product from the list (it opens by
clicking on the [ ] button).

 NOTICE

If you use a sun shading product from WAREMA and you select it from the
list, the correct values for the tilting time, minimum angle and maximum angle are entered automatically.
Determine the run and tilting times for products from other manufacturers
using a stop watch.
Enter the run time of the product in minutes and seconds.
Enter the minimum angle of the product in degrees of angle.
Enter the maximum angle of the product in degrees of angle.

 NOTICE

7.6.2 Copying products

7.6.3 Removing products

38
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The default settings for the different product types are described in the
WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions.

To copy a product, please proceed in the same manner as described in the
chapter 7.2.1 Copying actuators on page 31.
To remove a product again from a channel, please proceed in the same
manner as described in chapter 7.2.2 Remove actuators on page 32.
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7.7 Safety functions

In the [Safety functions] step, you can activate or deactivate the wind monitor,
ice monitor and precipitation monitor safety functions for each channel.
The following graphic shows the [Safety functions ] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 19

[Safety functions] input screen

 NOTICE

Depending on the type of channels you preselected, the wind monitor, ice
monitor or precipitation monitor safety functions are activated or deactivated
by default.
First select the channel from the list.

 The current safety settings for this channel are shown on the input screen on
the right.
Click on the checkbox next to a safety function to activate or deactivate the
function for a channel. A checkmark in the checkbox means that this function
is active.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7.8 Comfort functions

In the [Comfort functions] step, you can activate or deactivate the following
comfort functions separately for each channel: sun control, temperature control, dawn/dusk control, humidity control, precipitation monitor and intermittent ventilation.
For this purpose, please select the channel you want to change from the list
and the activate or deactivate the corresponding functions in the input screen
with the checkboxes.
Information on how the individual functions work can be found in the WAREMA climatronic® instructions.

 NOTICE

As with the safety functions, certain comfort functions are activated or deactivated at the factory, depending on the channel type.
The following graphic shows the [Comfort functions] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 20

[Comfort functions] input screen

You can enter the required limit values in the [WARM], [COLD], [WET] and
[DRY] fields.
 NOTICE

The "Limit value WARM" must lie above the "Limit value COLD" for the sun
control to function correctly.
The "Limit value WET" must lie above the "Limit value DRY" for the automatic
humidity control to function correctly!.
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7.9 Time switch

In the [Time switch] step, you can separately program two switching times
per day for each channel.
At each of these switching times, you can trigger a move command and
activate or deactivate the comfort functions. When leaving the factory, the
time switch is switched off for all channels. It is activated using the checkbox
above the input screen.
Enter the switching times as follows.
Select a channel. Then select a weekday by clicking on a weekday in the diagram ([Mon, Tue,...] must be selected among the round option fields above
them). This weekday is then marked with a red frame and the name of the
weekday appears in the input field below the channel list.
Alternatively, you can make settings for several days at once by selecting one
of the following options fields: [Mo – Fr], [Sa, So] or
[Mo – So].
There are two methods of activating a switching time:
1.

In the input field below the channel list, enter two times (switching times) using the left/right buttons or directly.
You can specify a move or switch command for each switching time.

 NOTICE

Please note that the type of move command depends on the channel type.
For example, you will see position and slat angle for external venetian blinds.
If you enter "–" for Position, a move command will not be triggered at that
time.
Furthermore, you can determine for each switching time whether the comfort
functions are activated, deactivated or the last condition is maintained (maintain last condition: "- -").

2. In the diagram, move the black bars using the mouse while holding down the
mouse button. This changes the switching times.
Proceed as described under point 1 to activate or deactivate a move command and control function and to maintain the last condition.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

 NOTICE

Time segments in which the comfort functions are active are shaded in the
diagram in dark yellow.

 NOTICE

Four switching times can be programmed separately for each channel. The
assistant supports two switching times. Additional switching times can be defined as described in chapter 8.3.3.4 Time switch on page 103.
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The following graphic shows the [Time switch] input screen of the assistant
with its elements:

Fig. 21

[Time switch] input screen

Create the settings for switching time 2 in the same manner as described for
switching time 1.
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7.10 Sensor allocation

In the [Sensor allocation] step, you can allocate the sensors in the created
sensors (control panel, weather stations and humidity/temperature) to the
created channels. The available sensors are shown in the left list of the input
screen.
These must be allocated for the safety functions and comfort functions to
function correctly. Information on which safety/comfort functions require
which sensors can be found in the WAREMA climatronic® instructions.
Proceed as follows for this purpose:
First select the channel to which the sensors are to be allocated. This is performed in the list on the upper right of the input screen.
In the left list, use the mouse to select the available sensors that are to be
allocated to this channel.

 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several sensors at the same time.
Once the sensors have been selected, they can be allocated to the channel
using the [Apply ] button. The sensors then appear in the right list.

 NOTICE

If too many or the wrong sensors were allocated, these can be removed from
the allocation by selecting them from the right list and clicking on the [Remove ] button.
The sensors of the first weather station are preset in the list.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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The following graphic shows the [Sensor allocation] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 22

[Sensor allocation] input screen

7.11 Contact allocation

In the [Contact allocation] step, you can allocate the products to the actuators. This is done in a similar manner as described for the sensor allocation.
The available products are shown in the left list of the input screen. The products can be allocated by manual input as with the sensors or automatically.
Please proceed as follows to make the allocation:
First select the actuator to which the products are to be allocated. This is
performed in the list on the upper right of the input screen.
In the left list, use the mouse to select the products to be allocated to the
selected actuator.
If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several products at the same time.
Once the products have been selected, they can be allocated to the actuator
with the [Apply ] button. The products then appear in the right-hand list.
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If you want to allocate a product to a particular contact, select an actuator
contact from the right list before clicking on the [Apply ] button. The product is then allocated to this contact, provided that this is technically feasible
(please observe the fuse limits).
 NOTICE

If you click on the [All ] button, as many products as available contacts are
then assigned to all actuators without selecting any products. If too many or
the wrong channels are allocated, these can be removed from the allocation
by selecting them from the right list and clicking on the [Remove ] button.
The following graphic shows the [Contact allocation] input screen with its
elements:

Fig. 23

[Contact allocation] input screen

 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

When allocating the contacts, note the detailed information provided in the
WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions.
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7.12 Groups

In the [Groups] step, you can define up to 32 groups, each of which controls
a number of channels simultaneously. The channels are allocated to the
groups in the next [Group members] step.
If needed, create groups in the left list using the [ ] symbol and assign
names to the groups in the input field on the right.
 NOTICE

If you enter the name of the group over two lines, it will also be displayed on
two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
The following graphic shows the [Groups] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 24

[Groups] input screen

 NOTICE

7.12.1 Copying groups

7.12.2 Deleting groups
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The first channel allocated to a group determines the type of the group and
thereby the type of operation.

To copy a group, please proceed in the same manner as described in
chapter 7.2.1 Copying actuators on page 31.
To delete a group again, please proceed in the same manner as described
in chapter 7.2.2 Remove actuators on page 32.
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7.13 Group members

In the [Group members] step, you can allocate the channels to be controlled
to the groups. This is done in a similar manner as described for the sensor allocation. The available channels are shown in the left list on the input
screen.
Please proceed as follows to make the allocation:
First select the group to which the channels are to be allocated. This is performed in the list on the upper right of the input screen.
In the left list, use the mouse to select the channels to be allocated to the
selected group.
 NOTICE

The first channel allocated to a group determines the type of the group
and thereby the type of operation.

 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several channels at the same time.
After the channels have been selected, they can be allocated to the group
with the [Apply ] button. The channels then appear in the right list.

 NOTICE

If too many or the wrong channels were allocated, these can be removed
from the allocation by selecting them from the right list and clicking on the
[Remove ] button.
The following graphic shows the [Group members] input screen with its elements:

Fig. 25

[Group member] input screen

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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7.14 End

In the [End] step, you close the procedure of creating a new product with the
assistant.
A dialogue field appears on the right with the question whether you want to
accept or reject the data.
Click on the [Apply

] button.

 The data of the project are applied and can be processed further in the
WAREMA climatronic® studio.
If you want to reject the data, click on the [Discard

] button.

 The data of the project are rejected and all settings made are discarded.
The following graphic shows the [End] dialogue field with its elements:

Fig. 26
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[End] dialog field
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8 Manual
commissioning

Apart from using the assistant for commissioning, there is also the option
of making all settings manually. Manual commissioning is divided into three
sections:
1.

In the first section, Organise, all required products, devices and logical channels of a WAREMA climatronic® project are created.

2.

In the second section, each of the products, actuators, channels, etc., is parameterised.

3.

In the third and last section, the data are transferred to the WAREMA climatronic® devices (actuators, weather stations, Sensor Interfaces, Tableau Interface and humidity/temp.), and the system is operational.

 NOTICE

Alternatively to the above description, it is also possible to make these settings directly with the WAREMA climatronic® studio on the control panel of
the WAREMA climatronic® if the control panel is connected to the PC and is
online.

 NOTICE

Please refer to the WAREMA climatronic® instructions for the specific meaning of products, devices and channels.
Whenever you make entries or changes in the input screen, the [Cancel ]
and [Apply ] buttons are activated. If you now click the [Cancel ] button,
the last entries in this input screen are discarded. The entries/changes are
accepted by pushing the [Apply ] button.
Whenever you have a list with several products, devices, channels, groups
or scenes on the left, you can mark several list elements with the CTRL key
pressed. This facilitates copying or deleting several list elements at once. The
right side always displays the element that was selected first.

8.1 Distinction between
offline/online

 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

Before manual commissioning, you should decide whether you would like to
perform commissioning offline or online.
With offline commissioning, you can save the settings in a file and transfer
them to the WAREMA climatronic® system later.
With online commissioning, the settings are made directly in the connected
WAREMA climatronic® control panel. As a prerequisite, the control panel
with the actuators and sensors must be connected to the PC and the online
mode must be selected via the [Settings] pull-down menu in the WAREMA
climatronic® studio.
On account of the speed of the USB connection, it may be advantageous to
exchange data of large projects with the PC using the SD card.
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8.2 Organise

When you click on the [Organise] button in the task bar, three buttons for
products, devices and channels appear on the left side in the WAREMA climatronic® studio. By clicking on the respective button, a list opens into which
products, devices or channels can be entered by clicking on the [ ] symbol.
To copy a list element of the same type, you can simply click below the list
on the [ ] symbol. When a list element has been marked, an input screen
opens on the right into which the corresponding entries need to be made.
 NOTICE

In case you have made an entry too many in the list, you can select this entry
and then click on the waste basket symbol ( ) below the list to delete it.

 NOTICE

Products are not selected in KNX projects. Instead, channels and the associated channel types are created (see chapter 8.2.3 on page 71).
The following graphic shows the [Organise] window of the WAREMA climatronic® studio with its elements:

Fig. 27

[Organise] window

Fig. 28

Window organization in a KNX project, without products.
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8.2.1 Products

You can create products such as external venetian blinds, roller shutters,
windows, lights, etc., by clicking on the [Products] button and then on the [
] symbol.
An input screen appears in which you specify the product type, the name,
and if desired, the number of products to be created. By subsequently clicking on [Apply], the products are entered in the list on the left according to
the number.
 NOTICE

Product names can only be assigned in the WAREMA climatronic® studio,
not on the control panel.
The following graphic shows the [Products > Basic settings] tab with its elements:

Fig. 29

[Products > Basic settings] tab

 The newly created products now appear in the product list on the left.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

 NOTICE

If you accidentally attempted to create a greater number of products than
possible, the number is automatically limited to the current maximum possible. A corresponding message window appears.

 NOTICE

If you create several products of the same type at the same time, they are
identified in the list with the product name and an index (1), (2), etc. The
product number is retained for easier identification.
You have the option of shifting one or more entries up or down by 20 positions by clicking. Select the desired entries and press the Ctrl key on your
computer while clicking on the [
] button.
This shift is not displayed on the control panel.
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 NOTICE

You can also select several products by clicking on them while pressing the
shift key or the CTRL key.
If the product type is subsequently changed:

 The contact allocation of this product (see section 8.2.2.2 on page 62) is
lost.
 The product allocation to a channel is lost (see
section 8.2.3.2 on page 72).
 NOTICE

8.2.2 Devices
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The Button [enable wave mode] can be used only if the contact assignment
of the product is completed AND all dates are transferred from the WAREMA climatronic® panel to the devices (actuators etc., see 6.3.1.12 on page
25). Clicking on this button the assigned product "waves". This means the
product reacts with a brief movement (up/down, in/out, on/off) until the command is stopped. So the assigned product can clearly be identified.

You can create devices such as actuators, weather stations, Sensor Interfaces, Tableau Interface or humidity/temperature sensors by clicking on the
[> Devices] button and then on the [ ] symbol (the control panel is always
entered automatically in the list as the first device). An input screen then appears in which you can specify the device type, the name, and if desired, the
number of devices to be created. By subsequently clicking on [Apply ], the
devices are entered in the list on the left according to the number.
If you are working online, you can also assign the IDs of the devices directly
using the ID button. See also the WAREMA climatronic® instructions in this
regard.
When you select a device from the list, up to three tabs appear in the display
window, depending on the device type:
[Basic settings], [Contact allocation] and [Locking/group contacts]

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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8.2.2.1 Basic settings

Control panel

On the [Basic settings] tab, you can subsequently change the device names
and types, if desired; you can also change the serial numbers manually or
read them out of the devices with the help of the ID buttons.
Here you can subsequently change the name of the control panel, if desired,
and specify whether or not you prefer constant monitoring of the wind sensors. The adjustable [Duration of wind test] specifies after what time, at the
latest, the weather station must deliver a valid wind value > 0 m/s.
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Control panel > Basic settings]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 30

[Devices > Control panel > Basic settings] tab

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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KNX gateways

Fig. 31

54
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If you decided on a KNX project at the start, you can define the number of
KNX gateways here. The entered KNX gateways can then be monitored in
this way so that an error message is output on the control panel if a KNX
gateway fails.

[Devices > Control panel > KNX Gateways] tab

We reserve the right to carry out improvements
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Weather station

Here you can subsequently change the device name of a weather station,
if desired, and also enter the serial number of the device. If the WAREMA
climatronic® system is connected and a weather station exists, the serial
number can also be entered via the "ID button" (for this device, by laterally
approaching the weather station with the supplied magnet).
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Weather station > Basic settings]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 32

[Devices > Weather station > Basic settings] tab

Proceed as follows:
If desired, change the name of the device in the input field.
Click on [Apply

].

 The changed device name is applied (also visible in the device list on the
left).
You can also enter the serial number of the weather station manually:
Change the serial number of the product in the input field and click on [Apply ].
Alternatively, the serial number of the weather station can be read out via the
"ID button" (if online):
Click on [Receive ID

].

 Two message menus appear in sequence: Change operating mode. Please
wait. And: Wait for ID button... .

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Hold the supplied magnet to the side of the weather station
 Two message menus appear in sequence: Message received. And: Reset
mode. Please wait.
 The serial number of the weather station has now been entered in the [Serial
number] field.
Sensor Interface

Here you can subsequently change the device name of a sensor, if desired,
and also enter the serial number of the device. If the WAREMA climatronic®
system is connected and the Sensor Interface exists, the serial number can
also be entered via the "Prog ID" button on the sensor interface.
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Sensor interface > Basic settings] tab with its elements:

Fig. 33

[Devices > Sensor interface > Basic settings] tab

Proceed as follows:
If desired, change the name of the device in the input field.
Click on [Apply

].

 The changed device name is applied (also visible in the device list on the
left).
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You can also enter the serial number of the Sensor Interface manually:
Change the serial number of the product in the input field and click on [Apply ].
Alternatively, the serial number of the Sensor Interface can be read out via
the "Prog ID" button (if online):
Click on [Receive ID

].

 Two message menus appear in sequence: Change operating mode. Please
wait. And: Wait for ID button... .
Press the "Prog ID" button on the Sensor Interface.
 Two message menus appear in sequence: Message received. And: Reset
mode. Please wait.
 The serial number of the Sensor Interface has now been entered in the [Serial number] field.
Tableau Interface

Here you can subsequently change the device name of a Tableau Interface,
if desired, and also enter the serial number of the device. If the WAREMA
climatronic® system is connected and the Tableau Interface exists, the serial
number can also be entered via the "Prog ID" button on the Tableau Interface.
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Tableau interface > Basic settings] tab with its elements:

Fig. 34

 NOTICE
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[Devices > Tableau interface > Basic settings] tab

The Tableau Interface is not available for KNX projects.
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Proceed as follows:
If desired, change the name of the device in the input field.
Click on [Apply

].

 The changed device name is applied (also visible in the device list on the
left).
Alternatively, you can enter the serial number of a Tableau Interface manually:
Change the serial number of the product in the input field and click on [Apply ].
Alternatively, the serial number of a Tableau Interface can be read out using
the "Prog ID" button (if online).
Click on [Receive ID

].

 Two message menus appear in sequence: Change operating mode. Please
wait. And: Wait for ID button... .
Press the "Prog ID" button on the Tableau Interface.
 Two message menus appear in sequence: Message received. And: Reset
mode. Please wait.
 The serial number of the Tableau Interface has now been entered in the [Serial number] field.
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Hum/Temp sens.

Fig. 35

Here you can subsequently change the device name of a sensor of the
humidity/temp. type and also enter the serial number of the device. If the
WAREMA climatronic® system is connected and a humidity/temperature sensor exists, the serial number can also be entered using the ID button in the
sensor.
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Humidity/Temp sens. > Basic
settings] tab with its elements:

[Devices > Humidity/Temp sens. > Basic settings] tab

Proceed as follows:
If desired, you can change the name of the device in the input field and click
on [Apply ].
 The changed device name is applied (also visible in the device list on the
left). You can also enter the serial number of the humidity/temperature sensor manually:
Change the serial number of the device in the input field and click on [Apply
].
 The changed serial number is applied.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Alternatively, the serial number of the sensor can be read via the ID button (if
online):
Click on [Receive ID

].

 Two message menus appear in sequence: Change operating mode. Please
wait. And: Wait for ID button... .
Push the ID button inside the sensor.
 Two message menus appear in sequence: Message received. And: Reset
mode. Please wait.
 The serial number of the humidity/temperature sensor has now been entered
in the [Serial number] field.
Actuator

The [Actuator] tab contains several tabs: [Basic settings], [Contact allocation]
and [Locking/group contacts].
Depending on the actuator type (e.g. 16M SMI), the tabs may vary.
If desired, you can subsequently change the device name, type and serial
number of an actuator under [Basic settings]:
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Actuator > Basic settings] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 36

[Devices > Actuator > Basic settings] tab

 NOTICE
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You have the option of shifting one or more entries up or down by 20 positions by clicking. Select the desired entries and press the Ctrl key on your
computer while clicking on the [
] button.
This shift is not displayed on the control panel.
Actuators cannot be created for KNX projects. Please continue with chapter
8.2.3 on page 71.
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Proceed as follows:
If desired, you can change the name of the device in the input field and click
on [Apply ].
 The changed device name is applied (also visible in the device list on the
left).
You can also enter the serial number of the actuator manually:
Change the serial number of the device in the input field and click on [Apply
].
 The changed serial number is applied.
Alternatively, the serial number of the actuator can be read out via the ID button (if online):
Click on [Receive ID

].

 Two message menus appear in sequence: Change operating mode. Please
wait. And: Wait for ID button... .
Push the ID button on the actuator (next to the bus terminals).
 Two message menus appear in sequence: Message received. And: Reset
mode. Please wait.
 The serial number of the actuator has now been entered in the [Serial number] field.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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8.2.2.2 Contact allocation

The [Contact allocation] tab only appears with the [Actuator] device type.
(An exception are switch actuators 16M SMI. Read chapter 8.2.2.4 on page
65 please.)
Here you can allocate the previously created products to the contacts of an
actuator or cancel the allocation again (making the product available for other actuator connections).
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Actuator > Contact allocation]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 37

[Devices > Actuator > Contact allocation] tab

Proceed as follows to allocate a product to the selected actuator:
Select a product from the left column by clicking on it.
 The product is shaded in dark grey.
 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several products at the same time.
Click on the [Apply

] button between the columns.

 The product moves from the left to the right column.
 The required number of contacts on the actuator is allocated automatically
and they are no longer shown in the right column.
 The product has been allocated to the actuator and the required contact terminals.
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 NOTICE

To allocate to a specific contact:
Before clicking on the [Apply ] button, select a free actuator contact from
the right-hand list. The product is then allocated to this contact, provided that
this is technically feasible. Please also note the information in the installation
instructions. If the product requires multiple contacts, the selected contact is
the first contact.
Proceed as follows to cancel the allocation of a product to the selected actuator:
Select the product from the right column by clicking on it.

 The product is shaded grey.
Click on the [Remove

] button between the columns.

 The product moves from the right to the left column.
 The required number of contacts on the actuator is automatically freed up
and the actuators are shown in the right column again.
 The product has now been removed again from the selected actuator and
the previously allocated contact terminals.
8.2.2.3 Locking/group contacts

The [Locking/group contacts] tab only appears with the "Actuator" device
type. Here you can either allocate locking contacts ( red) of the actuator to
products previously created or define the corresponding contacts as group
contacts ( green).
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Actuator > Locking/group contacts] tab with its elements:

Fig. 38

[Devices > Actuator > Locking/group contacts] tab
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 NOTICE

The number and designation of the local inputs in this menu depends on the
respective actuator type.
Proceed as follows to allocate a product to a local group:
In the row of the product, click on the [ ] button of the desired locking contact.

 The [ ] button becomes green.
 This causes the product in this row to become a member of the local group.
 NOTICE

After you have defined multiple members of the local group, the corresponding [ ] buttons are bordered by a green rectangle to delineate the group.
Illogical entries (e.g. double use of a single locking contact for group formation and locking) are detected and an error message appears. Alternatively,
you can use the keyboard: the "focus", which is a kind of cursor, is located
on one of the [ ] buttons. You can use the arrow keys to move it to the desired point and activate or deactivate a contact with the return key.
Proceed as follows to lock a product through a locking contact:
In the row of the product, click on the [ ] button of the desired locking contact.

 The [ ] button becomes red.
 The product in this row is now locked through this locking contact.
 NOTICE
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The keyboard can be used in the same manner as described for group contacts.
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8.2.2.4 Allocation

The [Allocation] tab only appears with the "Actuator" device type if a switch
actuator of type 16M SMI was allocated.
Here you can allocate the previously created products to an SMI port or cancel the allocation again (making the product available for other SMI ports).
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Actuator > Allocation] tab with its
elements:

Fig. 39

[Devices > Actuator > Allocation] tab
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Proceed as follows to allocate a product to the selected actuator:
Select a product from the left column by clicking on it.
 The product is shaded in dark grey.
 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several products at the same time.
Click on the [Apply

] button between the columns.

 The product moves from the left to the right column.
 The next free SMI port is allocated automatically and it is no longer shown in
the right column.
 The product has now been allocated to the SMI port.

Fig. 40

[Devices > Actuator > Allocation: allocated to product] tab

 NOTICE

To allocate to a specific SMI port:
Before clicking on the [Apply ] button, select a free SMI port from the
right-hand list. The product is then allocated to this SMI port, provided that
this is technically feasible. Please also note the information in the installation
instructions. If the product requires multiple contacts, the selected contact is
the first contact.
Proceed as follows to cancel the allocation of a product to the selected actuator:
Select the product from the right column by clicking on it.

 The product is shaded grey.
Click on the [Remove

] button between the columns.

 The product moves from the right to the left column.
 The allocated SMI port is automatically released again and shown in the
right-hand column.
 The product has now been removed again from the selected actuator and
the previously allocated SMI port.
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8.2.2.5 SMI parameterisation tool

After the products are allocated, the SMI interface of the actuator must be
parameterised so that the connected motors can be addressed. This can
be performed online or offline. If the motor IDs were recorded when the SMI
drives were installed, you can directly perform the allocation offline by entering the motor IDs.
The following graphic shows the window of the SMI parameterization tool.

Fig. 41

[Devices > Actuator > SMI motors > SMI parameterization tool] tab

Proceed as follows to add an SMI drive:
Click on the [Add motor] button.
 A new line is added to the window.
Enter the motor ID of the SMI drive into the input field.
Select the motor manufacturer on the right under [Manufacturer]. Under [Address], you can also enter another SMI address if needed.
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[Devices > Actuator > SMI motors > SMI parameterization tool: add motors] tab

After adding the motors, click on the [Product allocation] button.
 The allocation matrix with the previously created products and motors opens.

Fig. 43

[Devices > Actuator > SMI motors > SMI parameterization tool: product allocation] tab

Allocate the motors to a product. Any number of motors can be allocated to
a product. Each motor, however, can only be allocated once.
 The selected allocations are highlighted in colour. They can be cleared by
clicking on them again.
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 NOTICE

If more than one motor is allocated to a product, a motor can be designated
as the reference motor for the group by clicking on the R. Its information (e.g.
position) are then used for the entire motor group. Only one motor can be
designated as the reference motor for each product.

 NOTICE

Not all buttons are available in the offline mode. They are greyed out then
and can not be operated (see Fig. 42).
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Fig. 44

[Devices > Actuator > SMI motors > SMI parameterization tool: products allocated] tab
Button
Search all motors

Search all motors connected to restart the search
NOTICE: WHEN USING THIS BUTTON ALL ALREADY EXISTING SMI-DATES WILL BE DELETED!

Search new motors

Search new motors if motors have already been learned in
and new motors are to entered into the network. → A motor
list is created.

Add motor

Add single motors.

Configure the motor

An address must be assigned zu each motor.

Productassignment

Opens the "Product assignment" window for assigning the
motors to the corresponding products.

Delete motor list

Deletes all motors from the motor list.

Read motor errors out
of device

If this button ist operated a normally not visible additional
error column occurs (see Fig. 44), if an error occurs.
=
No display
No failure
Display "M" lights up orange =
Motor error
Display "K" lights up orange =
Communication error
		
(Line, motor...)

Cyclical motor check

Power saving mode

Here a test of the SMI drives can be cyclically activated. Communication then
occurs individually with each drive to test whether it is still responding.
If this checkmark is activated, the drives are disconnected from the power
supply after an adjustable time (off delay) after the last move action. If a new
move action is initiated, the drives are supplied with voltage again and execute the current move command after an adjustable time (On delay). The delay
is needed to give the electronics in the motor time to start up. Whether or not
an SMI drive supports this energy saving mode or how long it takes for an
SMI drive to start up must be clarified with the drive manufacturer.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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The [SMI motors] tab only appears with the "Actuator" device type if a switch
actuator of type 16M SMI was allocated.
This table shows an overview of all SMI drives for the selected actuator with
the motor ID, manufacturer ID and SMI address. Entries are not possible on
this tab.

Fig. 45

[Devices > Actuator > SMI motors] tab

Locking/group contacts

In the [Locking/group contacts] tab, you can either allocate locking contacts
( red) of the actuator to products previously allocated to the SMI ports, or
define the corresponding contacts as group contacts ( green).
Proceed as already described in chapter 8.2.2.3 on page 63.
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8.2.3 Channels

You can create channels by clicking on the [Channels] button and then on
the [ ] symbol. An input screen appears next, where you can specify the
channel type and the name of the channel to be created. By clicking on [Apply ], the channel is entered in the list on the left.
 NOTICE

If you enter the name of the channel over two lines, it will also be displayed
on two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
When you select a channel from the list, the display window shows three
tabs: [Basic settings], [Product allocation] and [Sensor allocation].

8.2.3.1 Basic settings

Fig. 46

The following graphic shows the [Basic settings] tab of the channel with its
elements:

[Basic settings] tab

Proceed as follows:
If desired, you can change the name of the channel in the input field and
click on [Apply [ ].
 The changed channel name is applied (also visible in the channel list on the
left).
The channel type can be changed here as follows:
Click on the [ ] button next to the "Type of channel" selection field.
 A list of the available channel types drops down.
 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

If you wish to use the summer/winter programme, please note the following:
when the summer/winter programme is activated (checked), the summer
channel is active and the channel parameters of the winter channel are overwritten with the parameters of the summer channel. "Winter channel of chanWe reserve the right to carry out improvements
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nel 1" appears under channel 2, but the "Summer/winter programme" function is greyed out and the checkmark cannot be changed. Select the desired
channel type by clicking on it and then click on [Apply ].
 NOTICE

If a suitable winter channel is not available for a summer channel, it is
automatically created when the summer/winter programme is activated
(checked).

 The changed channel type is applied.
8.2.3.2 Product allocation

On the [Product allocation] tab, you can allocate the previously created products to the selected channel or cancel the allocation again (making the product available for other channels).
The following graphic shows the [Product allocation]" tab of the channel with
its elements:

Fig. 47

[Channels > Product allocation] tab

Proceed as follows to allocate a product to the selected channel:
Select a product from the left column by clicking and then click on [Apply
] between the columns.
 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several products at the same time.

 The product moves from the left to the right column.
 The product has now been allocated to the selected channel.
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Proceed as follows to cancel the allocation of a product to the selected channel:
Select the product from the right column by clicking on it.
Click on the [Remove

] button between the columns.

 The product moves from the right to the left column.
 The product has now been removed again from the selected channel.
8.2.3.3 Sensor allocation

On the [Sensor allocation] tab, you can allocate the previously created sensor to the selected channel or cancel the allocation again (created sensors
are always available for all channels at the same time).
When the channel was created, allocations were made automatically that
depend on the channel type. These settings can be changed or deleted. The
left side of the list shows the available inputs of the channel and the right
side shows the allocated sensors, including the device name.
Changing or deletion are done with the ( ) buttons on the right side of the
list. When the button is clicked, only those sensors and the device name are
shown that are suitable for the particular input. Make the appropriate choice.
The following graphic shows the [Sensor allocation] tab of the channel with
its elements:

Fig. 48

[Channels > Sensor allocation] tab

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Proceed as follows:
In the row of the desired sensor, click on the [ ] button on the far right.
 A list of the available sensors of this type drops down.
Select the desired sensor by clicking on it.
 NOTICE

Select "--" if you do not want to allocate a sensor.

 As soon as you have made an entry, the [Cancel
are activated (they become bright and coloured).
Click on [Apply

] and [Apply

] buttons

].

 The sensor has now been allocated to the selected type in the row.
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8.3 Parameterising

After you have completed the organisation of the project, proceed with the
[Parameters] section. For example, the run times of sun shading products
or the safety or comfort functions can be parameterised here. Furthermore,
channels can be combined to groups and scenes.
Parameterisation is possible both in the dealer and operator modes.
The [Graphics] row provides an additional option to position the products
with the mouse using drag-and-drop. You can use any desired graphic as a
background (e.g. floor plans) or photos (e.g. facade views).
 NOTICE

If you want to create or delete new or additional products, devices or channels, you must switch to [Organise].

 NOTICE

When parameterising, the [Standard ] button appears below the input fields
for products, devices and channels. By clicking this button, the basic settings
are made on the selected tab, depending on the product type selected. Subsequently, click on [Apply ].
The following graphic shows the [Parameters] window of the WAREMA climatronic® studio with its elements:

Fig. 49

[Parameters] window

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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8.3.1 Products

When you select a product from the list, the display window shows five tabs
in which you can change the settings for the selected product: [Basic settings], [Contact allocation], [Channel allocation], [Runtimes] and [Manual
operation].
 NOTICE

8.3.1.1 Basic settings

Contact and channel allocations are only for display here (greyed out). They
can only be changed under [Organise].

You can make or change the basic settings of the respective products in this
[Basic settings] tab.
The [Product number] entry cannot be changed; it is automatically assigned
when the product is created. This number specifies the sequential number of
the product in this project. It is only needed for internal purposes.
 NOTICE

8.3.1.2 Contact allocation

A maximum of 14400 products can be created in a WAREMA climatronic®
project. The actual number depends on the actuators in use and the required
number of contacts per product (e.g. a maximum of 7200 drives).

In this tab you can see to which contact on which actuator the product was
allocated during organisation.
If the dealer created an actuator during the organisation and allocated it the
corresponding products in the list, this tab contains the actuator name, the
first contact and the number of allocated contacts. They are greyed out and
cannot be edited here.

8.3.1.3 Channel allocation

In this tab, you can see to which channel the product was allocated during
organisation (greyed out, not editable).

8.3.1.4 Run times

On this tab, you can parameterise (set) the run times and other parameters
of the products. Typical run times and parameters are entered into these
fields when the product type is selected (see section 8.3.1.1). External venetian blinds, for example, require different settings than a window or a light. An
exact description of the runtime parameters can be found in the WAREMA
climatronic® installation instructions.
You must manually determine the exact run time of your products (depending
on the length of the run) in every case (using a stop watch).
The following graphic shows the [Products > Run times] tab and
its items:
 NOTICE

If you use the "Fewer parameters" button and the view is set to display
fewer parameters, changing one of the visible parameters will also affect
hidden parameters, especially if multiple items are selected in the left menu
bar (for example, if external venetian blind 1 and external venetian blind 2 are
selected at the same time).
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Fig. 50

[Products > Runtimes] tab, all parameters are shown

Fig. 51

[Products > Runtimes] tab, Button "less parameters" has been activated

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Fig. 52

WAREMA climatronic® studio

[Products > Run times] tab

To adjust the runtimes specific to your external venetian blind please use the
"External venetian blind parameters supplementary sheet"
(Art.no. 2014 483 de).
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8.3.1.5 Manual operation

In this tab, you can set the logic behaviour of the controlled product for manual operation. Remember here as well that the content depends on the product type. External venetian blinds, for example, require different settings than
a window or a light.
 NOTICE

The operating mode here refers to an operating element connected locally to
the actuator.
The operating mode on the control panel of the WAREMA climatronic®, that
is, the type of manual operation, applies to the channels. Ideally, assign the
same operating mode to both. This provides you with uniform operation.
However, this is not absolutely mandatory.
Different operating modes are available (see the WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions).
A stop at each push of the button means that the product stops its movement whenever any button is pushed.

8.3.2 Devices

Depending on the device type, up to five tabs are shown in the display window when you select a device from the list.
The parameterisation of the devices depends on the device type. It is different for an actuator than for a control panel or a weather station.
The following settings can be made or changed for the various devices.

8.3.2.1 Control panel
Basic settings

Here you can change the name of the control panel, if desired.
Comfort functions can be deactivated globally. If the checkmark is set, the
settings apply to the comfort functions of the channels.
The serial number, software version and matrix version number are displayed
for service purposes.
In this tab, you can select whether you are using a radio clock receiver
(weather station or Sensor Interface required), the automatic switching between daylight saving time/standard time, or accept the PC clock's time.
If you use slat tracking in the channels, the geographic position of the WAREMA climatronic® system must be entered in longitude and latitude for the
position of the sun to be calculated correctly. The longitude/latitude of your
location can be entered as a decimal number (in degrees, 1/100th of a degree, not in degrees and minutes), or you can comfortably choose a location
from the selection list.
 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

You can search for your location on the Internet, such as under www.wikipedia.com or with a map app. The geographic coordinates are listed for most
locations.
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Sensor compensation

Leave/winter
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To compensate tolerances in the display of the "Temperature" sensor, you
can add an offset temperature (ranging from -10...+10°C) in this window for
each temperature sensor, which is then added to the measured temperature
and the corrected result is shown on the control panel.
Here you can enter the beginning and end date of the next leave. During this
period, the control functions in the channels behave according to the leave
settings. This behaviour is set in the channels.
The following graphic shows the [Devices > Control panel > Leave/winter]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 53

[Devices > Control panel > Leave/winter] tab

In this window, you can also define whether the summer/winter programme
function is to be used. Here you can enter the beginning and end dates of
the winter programme. In this period, the created channels are replaced by
other channels with different parameters.
If the "Manual winter programme" button is activated, the winter programme
is active immediately, regardless of date setting.
If you use the "Automatic winter programme" button, the winter programme is
only activated after you enter reasonable start and end dates.
When you deactivate the winter programme by clicking the button again, you
automatically return to the summer programme.
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 NOTICE

The winter programme function switches between two channels with different
settings. If you wish to use the winter programme function later, the summer
channel (e.g. channel 1) must be followed by a vacant channel (e.g. channel 2):

 Channel 1 (when summer status is active)
 Channel 2 (replaces channel 1 during winter status)
 Channel 3 (when summer status is active)
 Channel 4 (replaces channel 3 during winter status)
 Channel 5 (when summer status is active)
 Channel 6 (replaces channel 5 during winter status)
etc...
Every channel with an uneven channel number is replaced by the next channel if the winter status is active when the winter programme is switched on.
Thus, a maximum of 32 channels are available simultaneously.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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User interface

Fig. 54

[Devices > Control panel > User interface] tab

The WAREMA climatronic® shows all channels, groups and scenes in the
main menu of the display. This occurs automatically in a specific order. Channels or groups not used are indicated by "--". If you want to change the order,
you can do this in the right-hand list of the "User interface" tab of the WAREMA climatronic® studio. By selecting an item in the list and then clicking on
the [ / ] buttons next to the list, the item moves up or down in the list.
You have the option of shifting an entry up or down by 20 positions by clicking. Proceed as described above: Select the desired entry and press the Ctrl
key on your computer while clicking on the [ / ] button.
The display settings, return time to the main menu after actuation, button
tone, control panel language as well as the turning wheel response are made
on the left.
Activate all input field: This checkbox switches off the greying out of non-relevant channel and product parameters on the display (can only be changed in
the dealer mode).
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Colours

Fig. 55

In this register, you can set the display colours of your control panel.

"Devices > Control panel > Colours" tab

The input window on the left shows the current setting. The boxes next to
the picture of the user interface contain the colours that are currently in use.
Click on a box to select a color and process it.
There are three ways to process the selected color:
 In the upper right of the input window, a colour can be selected from a colour palette.
 The colours that are already in used are displayed beneath it. To set two colours to the same value, select one of these colours.
 Underneath this, the red, green and blue components of the selected colour
can be adjusted.
The [Load colour settings] can be used to choose the desired setting from a
selection of predefined colour settings.
Use [Save colour settings] to save your personal colour scheme to a file.
 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

To be able to call up this colour scheme with the [Colour scheme] menu
item, the file must be saved in the "Colour" subdirectory.
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8.3.2.2 Actuator
Basic settings

The name of the actuator can be changed; you can enter the serial number
manually or read it out via the ID button on the actuator (if you are working in
the online mode). The actuator requires this serial number to communicate
with the control panel.
The actuator type an be selected here.
If you change the actuator type, all allocations to this device are deleted
The software version and Modbus address (assigned automatically) are
shown for service purposes.

Inputs

Here you can set whether the inputs of the local control constitute break contacts or make contacts.
The make contacts are preset.
The number of the inputs depends on the actuator type. More information
on the operating element and the input used can be found in the WAREMA
climatronic® instructions.

Locking contacts

In this tab, you can set whether the inputs of the locking contacts constitute
break contacts or make contacts. The break contacts are preset.
The number of the locking contacts depends on the actuator type. If the
locking contact is active, the movements of the corresponding product are
suppressed. More information on the locking contact and the input used can
be found in the WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions.

8.3.2.3 Weather station
Basic settings

The name of the weather station can be changed here; you can enter the serial number manually or read it out via the ID button (if online).
The software version and Modbus address (assigned automatically) are
shown.
The orientation (compass direction) of the weather station for the installation
on the roof or the facade can be defined here. The weather station should
principally aligned according to the compass direction of the facade.
 NOTICE

The use of a compass is recommended (see also WAREMA climatronic® operating instructions).

 NOTICE

Since the weather station requires a serial number for the communication between control panel and weather station, this number can either be entered
here manually or, if the WAREMA climatronic® system is connected to the PC
via USB and is online, it can also be entered via the ID button (with magnet)
at the weather station.

8.3.2.4 Sensor Interface
Basic settings
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On the [Basic settings]" tab of a Sensor Interface, you can assign a name to
the device. In addition, you can enter the serial number of the device either
manually or, if the WAREMA climatronic® system is connected to the PC via
USB and is in the online mode, you can also enter it via the ID button on the
Sensor Interface. The serial number is needed for the communication between the control panel and the sensor interface.
The software version and Modbus address (assigned automatically) are
shown for service purposes.
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8.3.2.5 Tableau Interface
Basic settings

Push button allocation

Fig. 56

On the [Basic settings] tab of a Tableau Interface, you can assign a new
name to the device. In addition, you can enter the serial number of the device either manually or, if the WAREMA climatronic® system is connected to
the PC via USB and is in the online mode, you can also enter it via the ID
button on the Tableau Interface. This serial number is required for the communication between the control panel and the Tableau Interface.
The software version and Modbus address (assigned automatically) are
shown for service purposes.
Here the function can be defined for all connections of the Tableau Interface.
This applies to the contacts of the Tableau Interface M ("master") and to the
Tableau Interface S ("slave") connected to the Tableau Interface. See the installation instructions.

[Devices > Tableau Interface] tab

In version 3.2, the Tableau Interface allows you to activate or deactivate the
summer/winter programmes using the On / Off switch.
8.3.2.6 Hum/Temp sens.
Basic settings

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

On the [Basic settings] tab of a humidity/temperature sensor (humidity/
temp.), you can assign a name to the device. In addition, you can enter the
serial number of the device either manually or, if the WAREMA climatronic®
system is connected to the PC via USB and is in the online mode, you can
also enter it via the ID button in the humidity/temp. The serial number is required for communication between the control panel and humidity/temp.
The software version and Modbus address (assigned automatically) are
shown for service purposes.
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8.3.3 Channels

Fig. 57
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When you select a channel from the list for parameterising, the display window shows five tabs: [Basic functions, [Safety functions], [Comfort functions],
[Time switch] and [Allocation].
The safety functions and also the comfort functions are further subdivided
into individual sub-tabs. The individual tabs in the input screen are selected
by clicking on the tab label that is shaded grey.
When specifying position and slat angle, you can enter "–". In this case, the
product does not move to a position or slat angle.
The following graphic shows the [Channels > Basic functions] tab with its
elements:

[Channels > Basic functions] tab
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8.3.3.1 Basic functions

Fig. 58

On the [Basic functions] tab, you can assign a name to the channel and select the type of the channel.
 NOTICE

If you enter the name of the channel over two lines, it will also be displayed
on two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.

 NOTICE

If you define the channel type for external venetian blinds in the basic functions for a KNX project, the minimum (-80°) and maximum (80°) slat angles
are defined automatically.

[Channels > Basic functions] tab in a KNX project

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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Please refer to the information of the respective products that are controlled
via this channel before changing the default safety settings.
The individual tabs provide sliders for the simple input of limit values. The
green triangle and the respective limit value can be moved in the graphic
with the mouse.
The following graphic shows the [Channels > Safety functions > Wind] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 59
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[Channels > Safety functions > Wind] tab
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On the [Wind] tab, you can enter a wind speed limit for this channel, an on
and off delay as well as a corresponding position/slat angle that the allocated products are to assume when this limit value is exceeded.
Under Position/Slat angle, a position/slat angle that is safe for the products
should be specified. You can enter the limit value either directly or by using
the slider in the left section of the input screen.
 NOTICE

For KNX projects, an "-" (invalid) character should be entered for the position
and slat angle. In this case, communication objects for position and slat angle are not created in case of a wind alarm. Only the "Safety function" communication object is sent.
On the right side of the tab, the direction-dependent wind speed limit can be
parameterised in addition. To be able to make these settings, you must first
activate the checkbox below the frame. Please refer to the WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions for more details on the function of the direction-dependent wind speed limit.
As long as the "Wind alarm" is active, neither manual operation is possible
nor can the comfort functions lead to move commands. The wind alarm is
active if the wind speed limit is exceeded for the duration of the switch-on
delay.
If you want to activate/deactivate the complete wind monitoring system, use
the checkbox next to the "Wind monitor ON/OFF" heading.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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The following graphic shows the [Safety functions > Ice] tab with its elements:

Fig. 60

[Channels > Safety functions > Ice] tab

On the [Ice] tab, you can enter a temperature limit value for this channel as
well as a position/slat angle that the allocated products are to assume when
the value drops below this limit value.
Under Position/Slat angle, a position/slat angle that is safe for the products
should be specified. You an enter the limit value either directly or by using
the slider in the left section of the input screen.
 NOTICE

For KNX projects, an "-" (invalid) character should be entered for the position
and slat angle. In this case, communication objects for position and slat
angle are not created in case of an ice alarm. Only the "Safety function" communication object is sent.
For instances when the "Ice" safety function is triggered because the temperature drops below the temperature limit or due to precipitation, you can use
the [Reset ice alarm automatically] checkbox to define whether the ice alarm
can only be reset manually or if it is also set automatically when the temperature limit is exceeded.
As long as the ice alarm is active, manual operation is not possible and the
comfort functions cannot lead to move commands. However, wind can override an ice alarm.
If you would like to activate/deactivate the complete ice monitoring system,
use the checkbox next to the [Ice monitor ON/OFF] heading.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Safety functions > BCS] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 61

[Channels > Safety functions > BCS] tab

In the [BCS] tab (building control system), you can define positions/slat angles for this channel if the building control system signal becomes active.
Three independent building control system (BCS) functions can be defined.
Monitored inputs can be defined as any input of a Tableau Interface or an
input on an actuator of type 6M that was created as actuator 1. See also the
WAREMA climatronic® installation instructions.
As long as BCS is active, manual operation is not possible and the comfort
functions cannot lead to move commands.
Priority of BCS inputs:
1

BCS Service
Always has the highest priority; even wind or ice alarm have no effect.

2

BCS 1
Wind, ice and precipitation can override BCS 1.

3

BCS 2
Wind, ice and precipitation and BCS 1 can override BCS 2.
If you want to activate/deactivate a BCS function, use the checkbox next to
the respective [BCS ON/OFF] heading.

 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

For a KNX project, only the GLT Service function is available.
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8.3.3.3 Comfort functions

The comfort functions are distributed on several tab. Note that not every
comfort function is useful for each channel type (e.g. slat tracking for fan).
You can deactivate functions not needed. When you activate a channel, not
all tabs of the [Comfort functions] tab can be seen at the same time in the
input area. The comfort functions not visible can be called up by clicking on
the tab with the 3 dots [...] and vice versa.
In many cases, sliders are provided to enter limit values. You can choose to
adjust the limit values by entering them directly on the keyboard or using a
slider with the mouse (moving the green triangle with the mouse button depressed).
If you do not want to evaluate a limit value, you can go to the graphic and
move the corresponding triangle with the mouse all the way down to "–", or
you can enter the "–" symbol directly.
 NOTICE

When specifying position and slat angle, you can also enter "–". In this case,
the product does not move to a position or slat angle.

 NOTICE

Some comfort functions cannot be activated for certain product types (e.g.
external venetian blind and intermittent ventilation are not possible).
The following graphic shows the [Comfort functions > Sun/slat tracking] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 62
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[Channels > Comfort functions > Sun/slat tracking] tab
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The sun control/slat tracking comfort functions are the most important
comfort functions for all sun shading products. They move the products to
defined positions/slat angles as a function of the brightness limit values. Sun
control and slat tracking are parameterised separately. You can specify different limit values, delays and positions/slat angles for the sun control.
 NOTICE

If you prefer the sun control to remain active during absence or leave, activate the [Active during absence] and/or [Active during leave] checkboxes.
If you want to activate/deactivate the sun control, use the checkbox next to
the [Sun control ON/OFF] heading. When the sun control is deactivated, slat
tracking is always deactivated as well.
If you want to activate slat tracking in addition to sun control, activate the
[Slat tracking active] checkbox. This activates the slat tracking input screen,
where you can specify appropriate positions/slat angles at definable projected angles. Details on how slat tracking works can be found in the WAREMA
climatronic® operating instructions.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Dawn/
dusk] tab with its elements:

Fig. 63

[Channels > Comfort functions > Dawn/dusk] tab

The dawn/dusk comfort function allows you to send move commands to
the products at low outside brightness values. For this purpose, you can
define two limit values and corresponding move commands (to positions/
slat angles). You can also determine whether the automatic comfort functions
should be activated/deactivated or remain unchanged at these brightnesses.
Just as with the other comfort functions, the limits can be changed directly or
via the slider.
 NOTICE

If you prefer the dawn/dusk control to remain active during absence or leave,
activate the [Active during absence] and/or [Active during leave] checkboxes.
If you want to activate/deactivate the dawn/dusk control, use the checkbox
next to the [Dawn/dusk control ON/OFF] heading.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Temperature] tab with its elements:

Fig. 64

[Channels > Comfort functions > Temperature] tab

The temperature control is divided into simple temperature control and into a
differential temperature control (with and without stages).
The settings for the temperature control are made on the left side of the input
screen and those for the temperature differential on the right side. However,
you must first activate the [Edit expanded settings] checkbox.
Refer to the WAREMA climatronic® instructions for detailed information on
the function of the different modes of the temperature control.
 NOTICE

If you prefer the temperature control to remain active during absence or
leave, activate the [Active during absence] and/or [Active during leave]
checkboxes.
If you want to activate/deactivate the temperature control, use the checkbox
next to the [Temperature control ON/OFF] heading. When the temperature
control is deactivated, the differential temperature control is always deactivated as well.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Precipitation] tab with its elements:

Fig. 65

[Channels > Comfort functions > Precipitation] tab

The precipitation monitor is a safety function that moves your products to the
specified position/slat angle in case of precipitation. Unlike wind or ice monitoring, the operator can set and adjust this function.
This function can also be activated or deactivated in case of absence or
leave.
 NOTICE
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If you want to activate/deactivate the precipitation control, use the checkbox
next to the [Precipitation monitor ON/OFF] heading.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Intermittent
ventilation] tab with its elements:

Fig. 66

[Channels > Comfort functions > Intermittent ventilation] tab

Intermittent ventilation is a function that, for example, switches a fan on or off
or opens or closes a window for a limited time. The ventilation step (level),
ventilation duration, break duration (pause) as well as the activity during absence or presence can be set here.
 NOTICE

890674_f•en•2016-11-01

If you want to activate/deactivate the intermittent ventilation function, use the
checkbox next to the [Intermittent ventilation ON/OFF] heading.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Cold protection] tab with its elements:

Fig. 67

[Channels > Comfort functions > Cold protection] tab

The cold protection function is used to move a product to a defined position
when a particular temperature is reached, e.g. to close a window. When the
temperature drops below the blocking temperature, the other comfort functions cannot change this position. However, the operator can still intervene
manually. The blocking temperature and the "Position COLD" can be set.
 NOTICE
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If you want to activate/deactivate cold protection, use the checkbox next to
the [Cold protection ON/OFF] heading.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Humidity]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 68

[Channels > Comfort functions > Humidity] tab

The humidity control is divided into a humidity control and a humidity control
with levels.
The settings for the humidity control are made on the left side of the input
screen and those for the humidity control with levels on the right side. However, you must first activate the [Direct control with steps] checkbox.
Refer to the WAREMA climatronic® operating instructions for detailed information on the function of the different modes of the humidity control.
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 NOTICE

If you prefer the humidity control to remain active during absence or leave,
activate the [Active during absence] and/or [Active during leave] checkboxes.

 NOTICE

If you want to activate/deactivate the humidity control, use the checkbox next
to the [Humidity control ON/OFF] heading. If the humidity control is deactivated, the humidity control with levels is always deactivated as well.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Manual operation] tab with its elements:

Fig. 69

[Channels > Comfort functions > Manual operation] tab

On the [Manual operation] tab, you determine which position/slat angle the
products assume when the pushbutton is pressed "Down" for the first time
when the channel is operated. In addition, a dwell time can be defined specifying how long the comfort functions remain disabled following a manual
operation.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Remote
control] tab with its elements:

Fig. 70

[Channels > Comfort functions > Remote control] tab

On this tab, you can allocate up to four EWFS Hand-held transmitters to the
selected channel for manual remote control. The automatic detection of the
hand-held transmitters is only possible in the online mode since the receiver
for the transmitter signals is located inside the WAREMA climatronic® control
panel.
If you are connected to the control panel and online, you can activate the
detection of a hand-held transmitter by clicking on the [Receive ID ] button. You will then be prompted to push the learn button on your hand-held
transmitter (in the battery compartment). When the WAREMA climatronic® receives a valid signal, this hand-held transmitter is learned into the WAREMA
climatronic® hand-held transmitter channel. To delete a hand-held transmitter,
simply click on the [Clear ID ] button.
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 NOTICE

Each hand-held transmitter channel can be allocated only once within a project.

 NOTICE

The WAREMA product range includes EWFS Hand-held transmitters in an
enclosure for wall mounting. These EWFS Wall-mounted transmitters have exactly the same functions as the EWFS Hand-held transmitters described here
and can be used as an alternative or in addition.
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The following graphic shows the [Channels > Comfort functions > Leave/absent] tab with its elements:

Fig. 71

[Channels > Comfort functions > Leave/absent] tab

On this tab, you can define to which position/slat angle the products should
move at the beginning of your leave time or your absence.
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8.3.3.4 Time switch

Fig. 72

The following graphic shows the [Channels > Time switch] tab with its elements:

[Channels > Time switch] tab

On the [Channels > Time switch] tab, you can program four switching times
per day for each channel.
You can trigger a move command for each of these switching times and activate or deactivate the comfort functions. When leaving the factory, the time
switch is switched off for all channels. It can be activated using the checkbox
above in the input screen.
The switching times can be entered as follows. Select a channel. Then select
a weekday by clicking with the mouse on a weekday in the diagram or above
the time table on one of the following option fields: [Mo, Tu,...] / [Mo-Fr] / [Sa,
Su] or [Mo-Su]. This weekday is then marked with a red frame and the name
of the weekday appears in the screen next to the display of the week.
There are two ways to activate a switching time:
1.

In the screen to the left of the weekly display, you can enter four times
(switching times) via the left/right buttons or directly.
You can specify a move command for each switching time. Please note that
the type of move command depends on the channel type. For example,
specify the position and slat angle for external venetian blinds. For rolling
shutters, only specify the position. If you enter "–" for the move command, no
move command is triggered at that time.
Furthermore, you can determine for each switching time whether the comfort
functions are activated, deactivated or the last condition is maintained (maintain last condition: "- -").

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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2.

 NOTICE

In the diagram, move the black bars using the mouse with the mouse button
depressed. This changes the switching times. To enter a move command, activate or deactivate a control function, or maintain the last condition, proceed
as described under point 1.
The period in which the comfort functions are active is shaded yellow in the
diagram.
The time switch can be activated or deactivated in case of absence or leave.

 NOTICE

8.3.3.5 Allocation

Fig. 73

If you want to activate/deactivate the timer, use the checkbox next to the
[Time switch ON/OFF] heading.

The following graphic shows the [Channels > Allocation] tab with its elements:

[Channels > Allocation] tab

On the [Channels > Allocation] tab, allocations were made automatically
when the channel was created that depend on the channel type. These
settings cannot be changed or deleted. The left side of the table shows the
available inputs of the channel and the right side shows the allocated sensors, including the device name.
 NOTICE
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If required, you can change the allocation under [Organise].
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8.3.4 Scenes

Up to four scenes can be parameterised. In a scene, the move positions of
the allocated channels can be learned and recalled. This is performed under
[Operate].
You can change the scene name of each scene and define a dwell time during which comfort functions cannot override the scene. Safety functions can
continue to override the scene.
 NOTICE

If you enter the name of the scene over two lines, it will also be displayed on
two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
The following graphic shows the [Scenes > "Scene name" > Basic settings]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 74

[Scenes > "Scene name" > Basic settings] tab

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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You must also define which channels are controlled by this scene. Select the
[Members] tab for this purpose.
The following graphic shows the [Scenes > "Scene name" > Members] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 75

[Scenes > "Scene name" > Members] tab

Please proceed as follows to make the allocation. Use the mouse to select
the channels to be allocated to the scenes from the left list.
 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several channels at the same time.
Once the channels have been selected, they can be allocated to the scene
with the [Apply] button. The channels then appear in the right list.
If too many or the wrong channels are allocated, these can be removed from
the allocation by selecting them from the right list and clicking on the [Remove] button.
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The following graphic shows the [Scenes > "Scene name" > Remote control]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 76

[Scenes > "Scene name" > Remote control] tab

Here you can allocate up to four hand-held transmitters for manual remote
control to the selected scene. The automatic detection of the hand-held transmitters is only possible in the online mode since the receiver for the transmitter signals is located inside the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
If you are connected to the control panel and online, you can activate the
detection of a hand-held transmitter by clicking on the [Receive ID ] button. You will then be prompted to push the learn button on your hand-held
transmitter (in the battery compartment). When the WAREMA climatronic® receives a valid signal, this hand-held transmitter is learned into the WAREMA
climatronic® hand-held transmitter channel. To delete a hand-held transmitter,
simply click on the [Clear ID ] button.
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 NOTICE

Each hand-held transmitter channel can be allocated only once within a project.

 NOTICE

The WAREMA product range includes transmitters in an enclosure for wall
mounting. These wall-mounted transmitters have exactly the same functions
as the hand-held transmitters described here and can be used as an alternative or in addition.
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8.3.5 Groups

In the left list under Groups, you can create a new group by clicking on
the [ ] symbol or delete an existing group by selecting it and clicking on
the "Waste basket" symbol. By clicking on the [ ] symbol, you can copy a
group. With a group, you can manually operate the grouped channels jointly.
After a group has been created and a selection has been made from a
group, three tabs with input screens appear on the right. On the first tab, [Basic settings], a name can be defined for the group.
 NOTICE

If you enter the name of the group over two lines, it will also be displayed on
two lines on the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
The type of the group can also be read. The "external venetian blind" type
appears until a channel is allocated.
The following graphic shows the [Group > "Group name" > Basic settings]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 77
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[Group > "Group name" > Basic settings] tab
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You must also define which channels are controlled by this group. Select the
[Members] tab for this purpose.
Please proceed as follows to make the allocation:
Use the mouse to select the channels to be allocated to the group from the
left list.
 NOTICE

If you keep the shift key or the CTRL key depressed as you make the selection, you can select several channels at the same time.
Once the channels have been selected, they can be allocated to the group
with the [Apply] button. The channels then appear in the right list.
If too many or the wrong channels are allocated, these can be removed from
the allocation by selecting them from the right list and clicking on the [Remove] button.

 NOTICE

The first allocated channel defines the type of group and thus the type of
manual operation of this group.
The following graphic shows the [Group > "Group name" > Members] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 78

[Group > "Group name" > Members] tab
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The following graphic shows the [Group > "Group name" > Remote control]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 79

[Group > "Group name" > Remote control] tab

Here you can allocate up to four hand-held transmitters for manual remote
control to the selected group. The automatic detection of the hand-held transmitters is only possible in the online mode since the receiver for the transmitter signals is located inside the WAREMA climatronic® control panel.
If you are connected to the control panel and online, you can activate the
detection of a hand-held transmitter by clicking on the [Receive ID ] button. You will then be prompted to push the learn button on your hand-held
transmitter (in the battery compartment). When the WAREMA climatronic® receives a valid signal, this hand-held transmitter is learned into the WAREMA
climatronic® hand-held transmitter channel. To delete a hand-held transmitter,
simply click on the [Clear ID ] button.
 NOTICE
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Each hand-held transmitter channel can be allocated only once within a project.
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8.3.6 Graphics
 NOTICE

This menu is not available for KNX projects. Please continue with chapter 8.4
on page 113.
In the left list under Graphics, you can create a new graphic by clicking
on the [ ] symbol or delete an existing one by selecting it and clicking on
the "Waste basket" symbol. By clicking on the [ ] symbol, you can copy a
graphic. In the "Operate" area of the WAREMA climatronic® studio software,
you can operate your products/channels manually using this graphic. However, certain settings must be made here first.
After a graphic has been created and a selection has been made from a
graphic in the left list, an input screen appears on the right with the option to
assign a name for the graphic and to select a graphic (JPEG or BMP file) as
a background image. If you select a graphic file, it appears in the right window. You can now place product icons on this graphic.

 NOTICE

All graphics must be saved in the directory of the open project for them to be
available for selection.
If you created products earlier, these appear in the list on the [Products] tab.
You can use one or more products by activating the checkbox next to each
product in this graphic. If you activate the checkbox, the corresponding product is placed as an icon in the upper left corner of the graphic. From there
you can drag the icon to any desired position in the graphic while keeping
the mouse button depressed. When graphic operation is used in the future,
these product icons will be located at exactly these positions.
The following graphic shows the Graphics > "Graphic name" > Adjustments]
tab of the WAREMA climatronic® studio with its elements:

Fig. 80

[Graphics > "Graphic name" > Adjustments] tab
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To be able to conveniently navigate between different graphics in the future,
there is the option to place link icons on each graphic that allow you to
switch directly to other graphics.
If you created several graphics, they appear on the [Links] tab.
The following graphic shows the [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Links] tab of
the WAREMA climatronic® studio with its elements:

Fig. 81

[Graphics > "Graphic name" > Links] tab

You can use one or more graphic links by activating the checkbox next to
each link. If you activate the checkbox, the corresponding graphic link is
placed as an icon in the upper left corner of the graphic. From there you can
drag the icon to any desired position in the graphic while keeping the mouse
button depressed. When graphic operation is used in the future, these product icons will be located at exactly these positions. You can then switch directly to the corresponding graphic page by clicking with the mouse on these
icons.
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8.4 Loading/updating the
WAREMA climatronic®

After you have finished organising and parameterising your project, you must
still transfer the project data to the control panel and the connected bus devices.

Online
To do so, open the [File > Transfer all WAREMA climatronic® data to the devices] menu item.
Click the [Transfer data

] button to start the procedure.

Offline
Save the 464042XX.nic project file on the SD card.
Load the project into the control panel as described in the WAREMA
climatronic® operating instructions.
Update the connected devices.

890674_f•en•2016-11-01
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9 Operate

The WAREMA climatronic® studio software lets you operate channels, scenes
and groups directly using a connected WAREMA climatronic® in the online
mode. For this purpose, select [Operate] in the upper task bar. A list of
the following buttons appears on the left: [Channels], [Scenes], [Groups],
[Graphics] and [Display measured values]. You can operate the products
directly using the [Channels], [Scenes] and [Groups] buttons. In addition, the
[Graphics] button provides you with a graphic user interface to operate the
channels.
 NOTICE

The [Graphics] button can only be used if you have first parameterised the
function appropriately under [Parameters].
Apart from using the WAREMA climatronic® studio software to operate the
products, it can also be used to view the current values of the control panel
(temperature/humidity), the weather stations or, if available, the humidity/temperature sensors. Use the [Display measured values] button for this purpose.

Fig. 82
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9.1 Channels

Fig. 83

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Channels] window with its tabs
and elements:

[Operate > Channels] window

When you select the Channels button, a list with all created channels is displayed.
Select a channel; a window opens that is subdivided into three tab. The
upper tab contains the operating elements for this channel. They can vary
depending on the channel type. When you use these operating elements,
this leads to a direct move command for this channel and thereby to a move
command for the allocated products. A manual operation here is equivalent
to a manual operation performed directly on the control panel. The most recent trigger is indicated in a white display field below the image of the channel (upper left).
On the [Measured values] tab, the measured values relevant for this channel
are displayed in addition. If a sensor delivers invalid values or if the corresponding safety or comfort functions are deactivated, the graphic for the
measured value is greyed out. Because not all measured values can be displayed at the same time, there are buttons for scrolling on the left and right
of each tab.
The lower tab, [Members], contains a list with the products operated by this
channel.
 NOTICE
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If either the *Wind test" or "Ice alarm" alarm is active, you have the option to
manually reset it via the [Alarm] button. However, please consider the consequences before you manually reset an ice alarm or wind test. More information on this subject can be found in the WAREMA climatronic® operating
instructions.
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Below is a list of the "Operate" tabs of all controllable products:
The following graphic shows the "Operate > Pleated blinds" tab with its elements:

Fig. 84

[Operate > Pleated blinds] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Window] tab with its elements:

Fig. 85

[Operate > Window] tab

The following graphic shows the "Operate > Articulated arm awning" tab with
its elements:

Fig. 86

[Operate > Articulated arm awning] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Heater] tab with its elements:

Fig. 87
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The following graphic shows the [Operate > Venetian blind] tab with its elements:

Fig. 88

[Operate > Venetian blind] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Air conditioner] tab with its elements:

Fig. 89

[Operate > Air conditioner] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Dimmable light (external)] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 90

[Operate > Dimmable light (external)] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Light] tab with its elements:

Fig. 91
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[Operate > Light] tab
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The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external)]
tab with its elements:

Fig. 92

[Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external)] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, 3 steps] tab with its elements:

Fig. 93

[Operate > Fan, 3 steps] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, fan valve] tab with its elements:

Fig. 94

[Operate > Fan, fan valve] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > External venetian blinds] tab with
its elements: (applies also to vivamatic® external venetian blinds):

Fig. 95

[Operate > External venetian blinds] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Roller shutter] tab with its elements:

Fig. 96
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[Operate > Roller shutter] tab
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The following graphic shows the [Operate > Conservatory awning] tab with
its elements:

Fig. 97

[Operate > Conservatory awning] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Roller blinds] tab with its elements:

Fig. 98

[Operate > Roller blinds] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Vertical awning] tab with its elements:

Fig. 99

[Operate > Vertical awning] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Facade awnings] tab with its
elements:

Fig. 100 [Operate > Facade awnings] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Drop-arm awning] tab with its
elements:

Fig. 101 [Operate > Drop-arm awning] tab
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The following graphic shows the [Operate > Markisolette] tab with its elements:

Fig. 102 [Operate > Markisolette] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external)]
tab with fan valve with its elements:

Fig. 103 [Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external)] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, 6/12 V with fan valve] tab
with its elements:

Fig. 104 [Operate > Fan, 6/12 V with fan valve] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external)
with fan valve] tab with its elements:

Fig. 105 [Operate > Fan, infinitely variable (external) with fan valve] tab

The following graphic shows the [Operate > Dimmable light] tab with its elements:

Fig. 106 [Operate > Dimmable light] tab
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Apart from using the WAREMA climatronic® studio software to operate the
channels, it can also be used to recall or learn the scenes of the WAREMA
climatronic®. For this purpose, please click on the [Scenes] button and select
one of the four scenes.
A window with two tabs opens in the right screen section. On the upper tab,
you can learn the current positions/slat angles of the allocated channels for
this scene or recall positions/slat angles that may have been learned.
The lower tab lists the channels controlled by this scene.
The following graphic shows the "Operate > Scenes" window with its tabs
and elements:

Fig. 107 [Operate > Scenes] window
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The third variant of manually operating the WAREMA climatronic® is group
operation.
For this purpose, select the [Groups] button. A list with created groups
opens. If you select a group, a window with two tabs appears on the right.
The [Operate] tab contains the operating elements for this group. They can
vary depending on the group type. When you use these operating elements,
this leads to a direct move command for this group and thereby to a move
command for the allocated channels/products. A manual operation here is
equivalent to a manual operation performed directly on the control panel.
The [Members] tab lists the channels controlled by this group.
The following graphic shows the [Operate > Groups] window with its tabs
and elements:

Fig. 108 [Operate > Groups] window
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9.2 Graphics

Apart from using the WAREMA climatronic® studio software to manually
operate the channels in the normal way, it can also be used to operate the
channels/products in a graphic environment. As a prerequisite, this must be
defined ahead of time in the "Parameters" menu item.
 NOTICE

This option is not available for KNX projects.
Select a graphic from the list via the [Graphics] button. If you created a
graphic and placed products during the parameterisation procedure, this
graphic with the placed products will now appear on the right in the window.
Below this graphic there are three tabs for [Operate], [Measured values] and
[Members].
You can now operate products by clicking with the mouse on a product icon
in the graphic. These and all other product icons controlled by the same
channel are automatically marked (with a red frame).
The name of the channel appears in the header of the operating panel and in
the operating panel itself.
Only a channel can be operated, not individual products. However, if there
are enough vacant channels, you can allocate each product to its own channel. In this way, products could be operated individually.
You can now operate the marked products (the corresponding channel) using the operating elements on the lower tab.
The following graphic shows the [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Operate] window with its elements:

Fig. 109 [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Operate] window
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By selecting a product, the corresponding channel for this product is always
selected for this product as well. On the [Measured values] tab, the measured values relevant for this channel are displayed in addition. If a sensor
delivers invalid values or if the corresponding safety or comfort functions are
deactivated, then the graphic for the measured value is greyed out. Because
not all measured values can be displayed at the same time, there are buttons
for scrolling on the left and right of each tab.
The following graphic shows the [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Measured
values] window with its elements:

Fig. 110 [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Measured values] window
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On the [Members] tab, the products served by this channel are listed.
The following graphic shows the [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Members]
window with its elements:

Fig. 111 [Graphics > "Graphic name" > Members] window
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9.3 Displaying measured
values

In addition, in the online mode you can view the measured value information
of the weather stations, Sensor Interfaces or humidity/temperature sensors
existing in the system. Click on the [Display measured values] button for this
purpose. If available, you can now select weather stations, sensor interfaces,
humidity/temperature sensors or the control panel. A window then opens on
the right that shows the sensors of this device.
The following graphic shows the [Operate > Measured values] window with
its elements:

Fig. 112 [Operate > Measured values] window

 NOTICE
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When you move the mouse pointer over an element, the measurement parameter is displayed as text.
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10 History menu

10.1 Measured values

The WAREMA climatronic® has an internal memory for all measured values
with the associated histories, triggers and possible malfunctions. This is for
informational purposes and for troubleshooting.
They can be visualised and analysed with WAREMA climatronic® studio. Using the [History] pull-down menu in the menu bar, you can choose between
the weather data, the triggers and malfunctions. A list with the software versions of all devices can also be displayed.

When the "Measured values" menu item is selected, a new window opens.
The weather data are shown in graphical format. Under the "Device" dropdown menu, you can now select the desired device (measuring point).
Different weather data are available depending on the device.
Control panel:
 Inside temperature
 Inside humidity
Weather station:
 Wind speed
 Photo 1
 Photo 2
 Photo 3
 Photo 4
 Dawn/dusk
 Outside temperature
 Precipitation
 Wind direction
Sensor interface:
 Wind speed 1
 Wind speed 2
 Wind speed 3
 Wind speed 4
 Photo 1
 Photo 2
 Photo 3
 Photo 4
 Global radiation
 Dawn/dusk
 Precipitation
 Outside temperature
 Precipitation
 Wind direction
 Outside humidity
Humidity/temp.:
 Inside temperature
 Inside humidity
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In the [Sensor] drop-down menu, select the desired measured value. The
measuring range allows you to select the time frame of the observation.
If you want to view a measured value at a specific point in time, simply place
a checkmark in the [Cursor on] box per mouse click. You can now conveniently trace the red characteristic curve with the mouse pointer. The corresponding measured value with the associated timestamp is displayed.
 NOTICE

Please remember that the weather data recordings have informative character and are limited to the following resolution due to the available memory
capacity.
Daily view = one reading every 6 min
Weekly view = one reading every hour.
Monthly view = one reading every 3 hours
The weather data for the monthly view are non-volatile, while the data for day
and week are only kept in the volatile memory and are lost if the power supply of the control panel is interrupted.
The current view can be saved using the [Save ] button.
The following graphic shows the [History > Weather data] window with its
elements:

Fig. 113 [History > Weather data] window
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10.2 Triggers

Select [Trigger] under the [History] menu item to view the list of the last 10
triggers (move causes) for a specific channel. The items are shown chronologically with move cause, date and time. You can select the desired channel
in the drop-down menu on the upper right; the triggers are then displayed for
this channel.
The following graphic shows the [History > Triggers] window with its elements:

Fig. 114 [History > Triggers] window

10.3 Faults

Select [Faults] under the [History] menu item to view the list of the fault messages. You have the option of marking specific items. With the [Delete all ]
button you can delete the complete list.
The faults that have occurred are displayed here in a table.
The following graphic shows the [History > Faults] window with its elements:

Fig. 115 [History > Faults] window

When you mark an entry as read, the display changes from the bold to regular type.
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10.4 Software versions

WAREMA climatronic® studio

Select [Software versions] under the [History] menu item to view the list of
the software versions of all connected devices.
The following graphic shows the [History > Software versions] window with
its elements:

Fig. 116 [History > Software versions] window

For a KNX project, the following software versions are displayed:

Fig. 117 [History > KNX Software versions] window
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11 KNX project setup

Beginning with this software version 3.0, you now have the option to create
KNX projects in addition to conventional climatronic® projects.
The type of project is selected in the very first step.
This has an impact on the options available for organisation and parameterisation.
If you decide on a KNX project, the usual procedures and conditions for
commissioning the WAREMA climatronic® as a KNX central weather unit apply.

 NOTICE

The assistant cannot be used for commissioning.
Create your devices under the [Organise] menu item (control panel, weather
station 1, etc.).
In the [Organise] menu, [Devices], [Control panel], define the number of KNX
gateways.
Then parameterise the project as described above.
Define the corresponding channel type (e.g. external venetian blind) and
parameterise the channels as usual (safety and control functions and time
switch).

 NOTICE

When using the WAREMA climatronic® as a KNX central weather unit, products CANNOT be exported and actuators CANNOT be created. These menu
item are automatically hidden if KNX is selected.
Channels cannot be operated via graphics in the KNX project (this option is
described for normal climatronic® projects under 8.3.6 on page 111.
A Tableau Interface is not supported.
The most important differences and options of the two project types are listed below:
Creation of

climatronic
project

KNX
project

Chapter/page

Create KNX gateways

--

x

page 54

Commission using the assistant

x

--

Create channels

x

x

Chap. 8.2.3 on page 71

Create products

x

--

Chap. 8.2.1 on page 51

Create actuators

x

--

page 60

Create Tableau Interface

x

--

Operate channels via graphics

x

--

Slat angle external venetian
blind channel type

--

x

BCS safety function

x

x*

Chap. 7 on page 29

page 57
Chap. 8.3.6 on page 111
Chap. 8.3.3.1 on page 87
page 91

* While there are three BCS safety functions for WAREMA climatronic® projects (BCS Service, BCS1 und BCS2), KNX projects only have the BCS service function.
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12 Troubleshooting
Problem

Possible cause

Remedy

The setup of the WAREMA climatronic® studio is aborted.

The Windows component "Windows Script
5.6" or newer is missing.

Download the missing component from the
Internet at www.microsoft.com/downloads
(Download Center) and install it; then run
the WAREMA climatronic® studio setup
again.

After the PC and the WAREMA climatronic®
control panel have been connected, WAREMA climatronic® studio does not display
"connected".

The two drivers for USB and the COM port
are missing or the USB/RS485 interface is
set on the WAREMA climatronic® control
panel.

Install the missing drivers from the WAREMA climatronic® studio SD card or the
WAREMA climatronic® studio directory (with
the help of the Windows hardware wizard).

When attempting to go online or when in
the online mode, the WAREMA climatronic®
studio indicates an error.

The control panel is in the wrong operating
mode (e.g. is currently being parameterised
on the control panel).

Cancel parameterization on the control panel (loading devices or local programming)
to open the normal operating mode.
If this is not possible, interrupt the power
supply to the control panel briefly.

The USB plug-in connection was interrupted.

Restore the USB plug-in connection.
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